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NICOLA SACCO.

FIGHT CAPITALIST “JUSTICE” RED AID URGES ON SACCO MEMORIAL
i 1On the first anniversary of the

execution of Nicola Sacco and Bar-
tolomeo Vanzetti, the Executive
Committee of the International Red
Aid has issued a call to the world
workers to intensify their fight
against the rapacious white terror.

“A year has passed,” says the j
appeal, “since the class justice of
the American bourgeoisie brutally
murdered Sacco and Vanzetti de-

and intervention against the Soviet |

I Union which the international hour-1
geoisie is preparing, the more bit-
ter and brutal grows the interna-
tional struggle against the workers’
and peasants’ movement, the more
ruthless grow the methods used to

: smash the revolutionary movement,!
: the more furious grows the hatred
of the bourgeoisie against the revo.-

¦; lutionary advance guard of the
workers and peasants.”

‘ In order to make the path clearer
¦ and easier for its imperialist

spite the storm of protests all over i
the world and the passionate indig-!
nation of the workers everywhere
and despite the fact that they were
both clearly innocent of the crimes
with which they were charged,

i , “By this bloody act of ven-
geance the bourgeoisie proved once
again to the masses that it was
prepared for all crime and all blood-j
shed in its struggle against, the;
revolutionary movement.”

“The nearer the approach of the
danger of a new imperialist war

j plans, the statement says, the mas- 1
ter class intends first of all to crush
out the vitality of the revolutionary
movement, to break the resistance

1 of the workers and peasants once
1 and for all.

i "The bloody violence and the
, mass executions in China, the white
I terror in India and Indonesia, the
¦ bestial sentences, the murders and
! tortures in fascist Italy, the perse-

jcutions and white terror in Poland,
• Rumania, Bulgaria and in the so-

t called democratic countries like

Great Britain, France and Ger-j
many, show all too clearly that the!
bourgeoisie is adopting the most
brutal and ruthless methods at its!
disposal in its struggle against the
revolutionary movement.”

The appeal concludes:
“Workers! Do not forget the

murder of Sacco and Vanzetti! Re-
member the thousands of murdered

; victims of the white terror in
China!

“Remember the hundreds of thou-
sands ’of class war prisoners who

are still in the torture chambers of
the bourgeoisie!

“Demand the abolition of the
prison regime! Demand the aboli-
tion of torture as a weapon against
the working class!

“Demand the abolition of the Ex-
ceptional Laws and the Special
Tribunals against the working
class! Demand the release of all

j class war prisoners! American
workers, join the International La-
bor Defense. Demand the release of
Mooney and Billings.”

A ISlll
BARTOLOMEO VANZETTI.

SACCO-VANZETTI DEMONSTRATION ON UNION SO. TODAY

Tgrfj&SjS® :'/¦ ?«**§*<raSrtlW

Bartolomeo Vanzetti's sisters, Laigia and Vincenzina, are shown
above at their home in Villafalletto, the birthplace of the martyred
worker.

TWO NEOROES ON
WORKERS PARTY
NEBRASKA TICKET
Davis, Albert Named

at Ratification
Convention

Ratify Party Platform
With the endorsement of Foster

and Gitlow, the nomination of
eight electors and a complete state
ticket, the Workers (Communist)
Party concluded a ratification con-
vention in Omaha. Nebraska, on
Aug. 19 whiehf set a new mark for
the Party in that state and aroused
the enthusiasm of the delegates and
sympathizers, according to a tele-
gram from Roy Stephans, special
organizer in Nebraska.

An outstanding feature of the con-
vention was the nomination of two
Negroes on the state ticket.

Unanimous Acceptance.

The following nominations were
made and unanimously accepted:
Edward ' L. Schlekau of South
Omaha for Governor; W. E. Davis,
a Negro, for Lieutenant-Governor;
Dole Albert, a Negro, for Secretary
of State, Charles Dayton, Sioux
City, for auditor; and Roy Stephens,
Congressman, for the second dis-
trict.

In accepting the nomination for
Lieutenant-Governor, Davis declared
that the Party shows that it cham-
pions the cause of the Negroes by

Continued on Page Seven

nrtionalsrcco
VANZETTIMEETS

Demonstrations Thru-
out Country

Hundreds of thousands of work-
ers will meet today in mass dem-
onstrations throughout the United
States to honor the memories of
the two labor martyrs, Nicola Sac-"
co and Bartolomeo Vanzetti, who
were legally murdered a year ago

today by the labor hating and reac-

tionary courts of American big
business, and to pledge themselves
to the destruction of the capitalist
system that made the murders pos-

sible.
The meetings, in addition to re-

affirming the mass protest against
the killing of Sacco and Vanzetti,
whl be turned into fiery protests
against the incarceration of Tom
Mooney, Warren K. Billings, and
the Centralia prisoners.

New York City, at Union Square,
August 22, 5 n. m., with Robert
Minor, Jack Stachel, Martin Abern,
Moissaye Olgin, Max Shachtman,
Paul Jones, and numerous others.

Boston, Paine Memorial Hall, 9
Appleton St., August 22, with Ben-

Coontinued on Page Six

SAY MEXICAN NUN
LED ASSASSINS

MEXICO CITY, Aug. 21 (UP).
—The nun, Maria De La Concep-
cion, held with a number of other
suspects in connection with the as-

sassination of President-elect Al-
varo Obregon, was the leader of
plots to kill both *Obregon and
President Calles many months be-
fore the actual crime, according to

a police statement issued tonight.
The arrests of seven women and

five men alleged to have been asso-

ciated in plotting the assassinations,
revealed the existence of a group

which, besides seeking the death of

Jolitical loaders, was responsible

or placing bombs in both the cham-
|er of deputies and Obregon head-
quarters, police charged.

OPEN WORLD
YOUTH CONGRESS
Communist Leagues

Meet in Moscow
(Special Cable to the Dailv Worker)

MOSCOW, U. S. S. R„ Aug. 21.
Two hundred and fifty delegates and
more than four thousand guests
yesterday crowded a big theatre
here to attend the opening session
of the Fifth World Congress of the
Young Communist International.
After Chitarov had made the open-
ing speech, referring to the victims
of the White Terror all over the
world, the entire assemblage rose in
honor of the victims.

The members elected to the
Praesidium of the Young Commu-
nist International, included as
honorary members, Stalin, Bukharin,
Krupskaya, Clara Zetkin, Thael-
mann, Marty, Max Hoelz, Gramsci,
and many other internationally
known Communist leaders.

Kosarev welcomed the Congress
Continued on Page Two

WHITINGGIVEN
COMMERCE POST

Anti-Union Paper Boss
Picked by Coolidgre

(Bv United Press')

SUPERIOR. Wis., Aug. 21.
President Coolidge today accepted
the resignation of Herbert Hoover
as Secretary of Commerce and ap-

pointed William F. Whiting of Holy-
oke, Mass., as the new secretary.

The oath of office was adminis-
tered at Conlidne’s private office

by court attaches of Superior.
Whiting an-ived here early today to
hold a conference with Coolidg'-.

* * *

William W. Whiting, new secre-
tary of Commerce to succceed Her-

| hert Hoover, is president of the
Whiting Paper Company of Holyoke,
and a notorious union-hater. Re-

| cently his corporation merged with

the American Writing Paper Com l

j panv, then the largest organi-ation
of its kind in the world. Comhined.
they own many score of open shop
mills thruout the United States and
Canada.

MOSCOW, Aug. 21 (UP).—As an
indication of the enormous expan-
sion of the Petroleum Industry in
the Soviet Union may be cited the
fact that for the three months May
to July exports almost equaled the
total for the entire year of 1913.

It is announced here that 855,000
tons of oil and oil products were ex-

HILLMAN THUGS
ASSAIL WORKER

Attack Tailor While at
Work in Shop

Alarmed at the rapidly growing
sentiment among the workers
against paying dues to the official-
dom of the Amalgamated Clothing
Workers Union because of their re-
sentment at the transformation of
their once powerful organization

into a company union, the machine
in control decided to begin a new
form of terror by beating up work-
ers while they are at work in the
shop.

Workers in the big plant of Wil-
liam T. Goldman, manufacturer of
GGG men’s clothing, had told
Hillman’s dues collectors that they
felt reluctant to pay dues to an or-
ganization that has fast become an
efficiency instrument of the employ-
ers, the right wing business agent,
Tony Frunzi of Local 161, came up
to this factory yesterday with a
gang of thugs and viciously as-
saulted Abraham Jacobs, a lapel
maker, who though criticizing the
union officialdom nevertheless never
advocated non-payment of dues.

After crashing a workers’ mouth
with a bunt weapon that knocked
out three teeth and cut his lip, one
of the assailants, J. Schneider, mem-
ber of (he executive hoard of Local
161, reached his hand into the pros-
trate worker’s pockets and emptied
them of about $44 he had there in
pav just received.

Threatening similar treatment to
all thoße who oppose the dictates of
Ihe machine in control the squad of
underworld officials left, the factory.
Jacobs was later treated by an am-
tulance from St. Catherine’s Hos-
pital. The doctor dn ¦ closing the
torn lip was compelled to take four
stitches.

“GOOD WILL” FLIGHT

GUATEMALA CITY, Guatemala,
Aug. 21 (UP). —Lieutenant,-Colonel
Roberto Fierro, who started from
Havana this morning on a non-stop
flight here as the first leg of his
good-will flight around Central
America, is reported to have landed
at Belize, capital of British Hon-
duras, at 1:05 p. m., due to bad
weather.

HUGE USSR OIL EXPORT
Four Times as Much as Under Czar

ported in those three months. That
is 61 per cent more than in the
corresponding quarter last year.
Exports for the nine months of the
Russian fiscal year, beginning No-
vember 1, amounted to 1,951,500
tons, or 40 per cent. More than last
year, and twice the amount exported
is the same period of 1925-24.

At the Birthplace of Bartolomeo Vanzetti

CALCUTTA AND
BOMBAY TIED UP

BY HUGE STRIKE
Troops in North Meet

Peasant Resistance
on Roads

Government Alarmed
(By United Press.)

MOSCOW, Aug. 21 (UP).—
Twenty-five thousand rubles, sent
for the relief of striking railroad
workers in India by the Railway-
men’s Union of the Soviet Union,
have been returned by the bank
in Calcutta, through whom the
transfer was to have been made.

The Soviet press was inclined to
doubt the bank’s explanation that
the All-Indian Federation of Rail-
road Workers refused to accept
the gift. The “Evening Moscow,”
in a satirical tirade, charged that
the bank held up the money trans-
fer to hurt the Indian strikers.
It claims that the federation de-
nies having refused the money.

* * *

(By United Press.)

CALCUTTA, India, Aug. 21.—A
general strike was declared today
by employes of the Tats Steel

Continued on Page Seven

trainmeTready
FOR STRIKE CALL
Rank and File May Act

Despite Officials
CLEVELAND, 0., Aug. 21 (UP)

—Members of the Brotherhood of
Railroad Trainmen on lines west
of Chicago whose wage increase de-
mands were recently rejected, are
voting heavily to strike, A. F.
Whitney, Brotherhood president,
said here today.

The strike vote was ordered last

week after the collapse of a con-
ference in Chicago at which the
Brotherhood rejected a wage in-
crease offer with the provision that

certain working rules be abolished.
* * *

CHICAGO, 111., Aug. 21.—In-
formed labor leaders here declared
that there is a widspread sentiment
among rank and file trainmen on
the western lines for strike action.

SHOE WORKERS
| ISSUE APPEAL
Urg-e the Building of

Strong Union
A mobilization call to all shoe

workers of Greater New York and
vicinity was issued yesterday by the
Joint Council of the Independent
Shoe Workers’ Union appealing to

these workers tj unite for the task
of building a p rnrful and militant
Shoe Workers’ Union in the city.

The anpeal calls attention to the
recent Unity Conference called at

the initiative of the workers of the
S. Liberman shop, the purpose of

• which was to unify the various ac-
| tions of the shoe workers.

The unity committee has now
completed its work, the statement
declares. The place for every
worker is now within the ranks of

the union.
...

(The full text of the shoe work-
ers’ appeal will be published
shortly in the columns of the
Daily Worker},

Steel, Railroad and Textile Workers Strike in India
One Year Ago: Sacco, Vanzetti Manacled After Sentence

\

After Judge Webster Thayer, agent of the Massachusetts capitalists, had completed his job for
them with the sentence of death passed upon Sacco and Vanzetti, the two workers were led out of the
Dedham courthouse manacled to detectives.

INTENSIFY RED
WEEK CAMPAIGN

Choice of Maihold by
G. O. P. Significant

Two events of utmost importance
were ushered into the political arena
on Monday; the beginning of the
Red Week financial drive of the

i Workers (Communist) Party in New
York, and the appointment of H.
Edmund Machold as chairman of the

\ republican state committee. The
latter, while it has no revolutionary
import, is significant of the support
of Hoover and the republican state

; ticket by the power interests and
their $11,000,000,000 of propaganda
monev.

While the workers of New York
—that portion which is class-con-
scious—do not expect the total of
(hair contributions to the Communist
Campaign Fund to compete with rhe
huge sums being showered into the
laps of the capitalist candidates by
public utilities and munitions hope-

factors, the intensity of the Red
Week campaign will in no degree be
lessened.

I.abor-Hating G. O. P.
The appo ntment of H. Edmund

Machold to the republican state
chairmanship, for a pertinent ex-
ample, brings to mind the number
of power companies Machold con-
trols, and it is rather safe to pre-
dict comfortable “presents” from the
interlocking directorateships of

Continued on Page Two

Seamen to Hold Sacco,
Vanzetti Meet Tonight

A Sacco-Vanzetti memorial meet-
-1 ing will he held tonight at 8 o’clock
at the International Seamen's Hub,
£8 South St. Prominent speakers

iwill be present, it is announced.

Eisenstein, Great USSR
Movie Director, Will
Yrisit U. S. in Autumn

In an announcement issued last
night, American mgyie directors
stated that. S. M. Eisenstein, noted
director of the cinema in the Soviet
Union, will soon visit the United
States to direct one picture for the
United Artists.

Eisenstein, whose remarkable
work in “Potemkin,” “The End of
St. Petersburg,” and a sfore of
other cinema masterpieces that en-
joyed great successes throughout
the world, will bring with him his
theories on mass movies, developed
since the Russian Revolution.

DRYS TO HOLD CONGRESS.
ANTWERP, Aug. 20.—The Inter-

national Anti-A lcohol Congress is
scheduled to hold its nineteenth
congress here, where a large dele-
gation of American drys are ex-
pected. The Soviet Union has also
been invited to attend “unoffi-
cially.”

ATHENS, Greece, Aug. 21.
Stephanos Skouloudis, premier and
foreign minister of Greece in 1915
and 1916, died here today.

EXPEL MILITANT
FROM CAP UNION

Underworld Marshalled
by Chicago Officials
CHICAGO, Aug. 23.—Marshaling

all their underworld characters, the
reactionary officials of the Chicago
Capmakers’ Local 5 and the heads
of the right wing Chicago Hebrew
Trades, came down to a membership
meeting of the local Monday night,
and after creating an atmosphere of
terror railroaded through a measure
expelling from union membership
Morris Feingold, a leader of the left
wing in the union and until recently
a general field organizer.

A mass meeting of protest against
these terrorist methods of retaining
control of the union will be held
I his Thursday evening, August 23,
in the Capitol building, 159 N. State
St.., Room BC3, leaders of the pro-
gressive forces in the organization
declared this afternoon.

No Discussion Permitted.
The machine business agent, sure

of himself because of the presence

Continued on Page Two

HIT SOCIALIST BETRAYAL
World Anti-Imperialists Rap Reformists

(Wireless to the Daily Worker)

BERLIN, Aug.
tives from all parts of the world con-
solidated their fight against im-
perialism at the meeting of the Ex-
ecutive Committee of the Anti-Im-
perialist league, which opened its
sessions hero on Saturday. The
position of the Second International
on the colonial independence move-
ments was severely criticized,

i After Muenzenberg made the

Secretariat report and Saklatvala,
¦ Maxton, Ledebour and Lessing dis-

cussed it, Chattop'adynya reported
on the Indian situation, Bridgemann

¦ on Britain, Vanmunster on Holland
and Madame Drevet on France.

! Speaking for the English delegation
¦ Maxton declared himself in favor of
I absolute independence so: India.

A resolution condemning the atti-
tude of the ;.o nd international and

i Coontinued on Page Six v

EXPECT RECORD
CROWD TO HONOR
HEROIC MARTYRS

Fifty Labor Unions;
Many Speakers to

Participate

1,000 Police on Guard
One of the larpest demon-

strations ever held by the
workers of Greater New York
is expected to take place this
afternoon at 5 p. m. on the an-
niversary of the murder of
Sacco and Vanzetti who one
year ago today fell victims to
the rapaciousness and ven-
geance of American capital-
ism. From every section of
the city aM its outlyir districts

members of the rising working
class in the interest of which the
two labor martyrs laid down their

lives will journey to the demon-
stration.

Wide Representation.

More than 50 labor unions have
already signified their intention of
being represented. Forty-seven
nationally known speakers will ad-
dress the vast throng from four
specially constructed platforms. The
speaking stands will be draped in
red and black, flowers will be
hanked at the foot of the center
platform and large pictures of the
two martyrs will decorate each

I stand.

From police headquarters, it was
learned, that more than 1,000 uni-
formed and plain clothes cops will

i he on hand to see that “order” is
! preserved. The meeting, however,

is expected to have all the surge

and fire which marked last year’s
Sacco-Vanzetti demonstration. The
usual attempt is being made by the
police to create the impression that
violence may occur.

Thousands To Participate.

Word was received yesterday at
the International Labor Defense
headquarters that many fraternal
organizations and labor units will
assemble at their respective head-
quarters and will march in mass
formation to the scene of the dem-
onstration. All organizations af-
filiated with the Working Women’s
Federation will meet at the Labor
Temple at 5 p. m. and march in a
body to Union Square. They will
carry banners and slogans and will
he but one of the colorful incidents
in the monster demonstration.

Telegrams, letters and messages
still continue to pour into the of-
fice of the New York section of
the I. L. D. pledging support from
the various fraternal and labor or-
ganizations. Unions and clubs which
will take part in the huge meeting
are as follows:

Unions To Re Present.
United Brotherhood of Carpen-

ters and Joiners, Local 1090; Inter-
national Seamen’s Union; Window
Cleaners’ Protective Union, Local
8; Paper Box Makers' Union;
Architectural Iron and Bronze
Workers’ Union; United Council of
Working Class Women; Amalga-
mated Food Workers of America;

Furriers’ Union; International La-
dies' Garment Workers, Locals 22

and 43; twenty-seven hranches of
the Workmen’s Circle; Suit Case,
Bag and Portfolio Makers’ Union;
Hand Millinery Workers’ Union,
Local 43; Shoe and Slipper Work-
ers’ Union; Workers (Communist)
Party, Young Workers (Commu-

nist) League; Young Pioneers of
America; 45 hranches of the New
York section of the International
Labor Defense, under whose aus-

I Continued on Page iW
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Miners Prepare for Big Pittsburgh Convention to Build a New and Militant Union
ALL DISTRICTS
SEND DELEGATES

TO HUGE MEET
Local After Local

Pledges Support
(Special to the Daily Worker)

PITTSBURGH, Aug. 21.—Re-
ports are now coming in steadily of
the increasing sentiment among
miners in all districts for the build-
ing of the new.union and the send-
ing of delegates to the Pittsburgh
convention which begins Septem-
ber 9. according to an announce-
ment made by the National Ar-
rangements Committee for a new
miners' union.

“Realizing that the first job fac-
ing every progressive miner right
now is the election of delegates to

the coming convention,’’ the state-
ment says, “hundreds of militants

have thrown themselves into the
work. Mining camps are more busy
with preparations than at any time
since the famous April 1 confer-
ence called by the Save-the-Union
Committee.

“District 5 was whipped into line
Friday, August 19, at a district con-
ference in Walton Hall. Fifty lead-
ing progressives came together to
report on work actually done and
make final plans for covering the
district, electing delegates, affiliat-
ing with the National Miners’ Con-
vention Arrangements Committee,
rnd putting a dues card in the
hands of every miner who is inter-
ested irf building an honest union.

“Representatives at the confer-
ence proved that they have been on
the job. Delegates have already
been elected in dozens of locals on
the basis of one for every local and
an additional delegate for every
hundred members.

“Mike Stenovich, of Renton. Pa.,
reported that he and many other
organizers under Vincent Kemeno-
vitch’s direction are organizing lo-
cal after local in the unorganized
fields of Pennsylvania. Westmore-
land, Somersett, Fayette and Green
counties are all lined up for the
big job of organizing one militant
union which will fight for every
miner in the country.”

SOVIET STATION
IN ARCTIC REGION

Scientists Push Plans
for Base

MOSCOW, Aug. 21 (UP). —Soviet
scientists are pushing the project of
establishing a series of permanent
scientific stations in the Arctic
regions.

The scheme, as outlined here, con-
templates formation of an interna-
tional aero-Arctic society, financed
by all the nations bordering on the
Arctic, to carry on this work.

In a signed article published in a
local newspaper the prominent acad-
emician, Professor A. N. Fersman
said that until permanent stations
are established a* Spi,tzbergcn, Nova
Zemyla, Franz Joseph Land and
other points, Arctic exploration will
involve tragedies such as followed
General Umberto Nobile’s efforts.

INTENSIFY RED
WEEK CAMPAIGN

Choice of Maihold by
G. 0. P. Significant

Continued from Pape One
these power companies to the re-
publican party of Hoover, the pro-
tege of the public utilities interests,

i The Northeastern Power Co., of
I which Machold is president, has a
I network of power lines in North-
-1 (m New York and controls the
| Power Corporation of New York,

the Northern Now Y,ork Utilities,
Inc., Malone Light and Power Co..
Fort Covington Light. Ueat and
Power Co., and others throughout
the state.

Smith, Hoover A gains* Workers.
That the power interests are play-

ing both ends against the middle is
evident from the support given by
Owen D. Young, president of the
General Electric Co., to Smith, the
anti-labor candidate of the demo-
cratic party.

Just as financial support is the
«» most valuable in the capitalist cam-

paigns. money is also needed for the
campaign of the Workers (Com-

Party. Speakers’ expepses

must be paid, tons of literature
must be printed and distributed. All
workers are urged to collect and
donate for the Communist Campaign
Fund during Red Week, which ends
August 26, and to participate in the
Tag Days of next Saturday and Sun-
day.

FOR NICARAGUA WAR

JACKSONVILLE. Fla.. Aug 21
(UP). Leut. Frank Schilt. piloting

a Fokker marine plane from Wash-

ington <o Nicaragua, left here to-

day for Miami. He planned to rr

fu*l there before attempting the hop

to Alfaaagua.

One Year Ago: Police Attacking the Huge Sacco-Vanzetti Demonstration in Union Square

Following the police attack upon the Sacco and Vanzetti protest in Union Square, New York City, last year, hundreds of workers
streamed down Second Are,, to the City Hall to protest against the murder of the two militants.

SURVEY EXPOSES!
MINE CONDITIONS
Starvation Brings New ,

Menace ;
A medical survey of twenty mining

towns where the strike has been
in progress sixteen months indicates
that the dread Pellagria and beri i
beri may be expected if the lack of
essential foods continues. This sur- I
vey is based upon a persona! investi-11
gation made by George A. Parker, 1
M. D.

Maternity cases, Dr. Parker said.'
lack suitable attention. Sometimes'
they are conducted with the aid of
neighboring women hastily sum-
moned. Often attempts to obtain]
medical aid have proved unavailing,!
he asserted, due to financial handi-j
caps. General medical attention is
limited, since miners "lack funds to
pay for physicians or jnedicines.

Children’s ailments uncared for]
listed in the report, are enlarged:
glands, intestinal disturbances, sub-!
acute and chronic disorders, tonsils,
etc.

Hospitals Overcrowded.

The hospitalization available is
totally inadequate, the survey indi-
cates. The free ward at the Miners’
hospital in Spangler is over-
crowded. They are no other free
wards or clinics in the entire dis-
trict. Should an epidemic break out,
the results would be extremely
dangerous, contributing markedly to
an increased per cent in fatalities.
The lowered vitality of the miners
and their families brought about by
inadequate nourishment and living
conditions, life in the barracks, the
approach of cold and inclement
weather, and the opening of school
are listed as factors influencing the |
spread of epidemics.

To combat this situation, Dr. ]
Parker whose survey was conducted
under the auspices of the Emergency
for Miners Relief, proposes organ-
ized medical relief which would give
especial consideration to maternity,
cases, children's diseases and in-
cipient epidemics.

A detailed program for clinics to
be conducted two days a week in
Barnesboro and Portage, reserving
the remainder of the time for more
distant and smaller settlements, as
well as whatever emergencies might
present themselves. Cooperation
from hospitals and school boards to
obtain rooms for urgent cases, and
surveys of children’s health, is also
outlined. The cost of the project is
estimated at SSO a week for doctor’s
salary and personal expenses, and
$5,000 for medical supplies, hospital-
ization, etc., for a four months
period.

Official Committee Active.
Meanwhile, the National Miners

Relief Committee is straining its re-
sources to send the minimum necess-
ities to as many camps as possible,
to fight off starvation and disease, 1
where the miners, have not yet re-
turned to work.

The black-listing of local leaders,
the aftermath of iost strikes, is al-
ready in effect starving the militant
miners out of the industry. In num-
erous camps, the are handing
together, demanding that everybody
be employed together. In this way,
the blacklist has been effectively
eliminated in numerous mines.

TORNADO KILLS
1 IN MINNESOTA

AUSTIN. Minn.. Aug. 21 (UP).—
An army of relief workers today in-
vaded the path of the destructive
tornado which late yesterday swept
southern Minnesota and northern
lowa, causing at least eight death'
and damage estimated at $1,500,000.

Five persons were injured fatally
in Austin and the damage was esti-
mated today at more than $500,000.

5 DROWNED AT SEA.
SANTIAGO, Chile, Aug. 21 (UP)

—Five lives were lost when the
small steamer Miraflores went
aground at the mouth of the Maul-
lin River on Friday, it was an-
nounced officially today. The dead
included an infant. The remainder

jvl the 20 aboard escaped.

LABOR DEFENSE '

AIDS STRIKERS
Bails Out Arrested

Steel Pickets
CANTON, Ohio, Aug. 21.—The

’atest maneuver of the officials of
the Central Alloy Steel Corporation
+ o keep its strikers off the picket
lines by imposing exorbitant bail
on them has resulted in the first
larticipation of the International

Labor Defense in the steel strike
and the complete rout of the cor- i
1-oration.

The initial trial of the Labor De-
fense organization came last Friday-
night with the arrest of three strik-
ers by police, who hailed them to
the station house because “they
were suspicious ” A strikebreaker
said that he was afraid they were
going to beat him.

At first the judge ordered them
charged and set bail at $l5O. Fol-
lowing a conversation with a com-
pany guard, however, he immedi-
ately raised the bond to $1,500.

The International Labor Defense
ihen stepped into the case and se- ;
cured bail for the strikers, who were ?
released, going straight from the ]
jail to their strike meeting. The in- ]
eident has caused the greatest en-
thusiasm among the steel strikers.

Fifteen strikers have been ar-
rested to date by the police and
held on charges of “suspicion” or
others more serious involving de-
portation proceedings. The Interna- ]
tional Labor Defense, however, has
announced its determination to fight
to the last ditch the courts controlled
by the steel corporation.

The Cleveland office of the Inter-
national Labor Defense has pledged
itself to defend every striker and
requests its friends to help by send-
ing contributions to the Cleveland
District Office, Room 306, 226 West
Superior Ave., Cleveland, Ohio.

More Capitalists are
Prosperous This Year

E. I. Du Pont De Nemours Com-
pany today declared the regular
quarterly dividends of $2.50 on the
common stock and $1.50 on the de-

; benture stock, payable September
15 to stock of record August 31 on
the former and October 25 to stock
of record October 10 on the latter.

Miner Killed in Open
Shop Mine When Body
Touches Trolley Wire
SMITHFIELD, Ohio, Aug. 21.

Harry McCoy, 27-year-old miner,

was instantly killed Yesterday by
electrocution in the No. 2 Aline of-
- United States Coal Company, ac-
cording to information made public
by Coroner Arch Bell. McCo.y was
killed while on duty' in the open- ,
shop mine ’.hen he came in contact,
with a trolley wire.

~~~
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EXPEL MILITANT I
FROM CAP UNION ;

i
]

CJnderworldMarshalled (
by Chicago Officials !

Continued from Page One : f
of the numerous gangsters, ar-
rogantly announced the decision of '
the executive board to 'expel Fein- 1
gold and declared that no discussion 1
would be permitted. Regardless of !
the union constitution, he said, Fein-
gold stands expelled.

Thugs, rallied by' the right wing
forces in Chicago, openly threatened
the lives of many protesting mem-
bers. When Feingold himself arose
to speak, in defiance of the bureau-
crats’ orders, he was curtly ordered
to shut up and sit down.

Thugs Create Terror.
United Hebrew Trades leaders

then took the floor and spoke cynic-
ally of the “so-called rights of the
membership,” declaring that they
will stop at nothing to halt any prob-
able protests.

Although many of the members
at the meeting wet e silenced by the
threatening tenor, they nevertheless
manifested bitter protest at these
fascist methods and declared their
intention of fighting against it.

The fight against the right wing
dismpters and agents of the em-

i ployers will be begun in earnest at
the protest meeting, progressive
leaders declared.

World Congress of
Red Youth Opens

Continued fr,om Page One

in the name of the Central Commit-
tee and the Moscow Committee of
the Young Communist League of
the Soviet Union.

Bukharin, greeted with storms
of applause,- then addressed the
Congress.

“The Fifth Congress of the
Young Communist International”,
he said, “is opening at a moment]
when the war danger is extremely
great, and it is your task, there-

-1 fore, to make all efforts to organize
the resistance of the proletariat ]
against the , imperialists who- would j
destroy the workers and peasants i
state of the Soviet Union.”

In conclusion. Bukharin praised
the great deeds of the Chinese >

Youth during the Canton insurrec-
tion and appealed to the Communist
youth to struggle with all their
strength for the proletarian revo-
lution.

Welcomes Congress.
A ftei-/immense applause for Buk-

harin, representatives of the Moscow
youth spoke. Smith answered in the
name of the Praesidium. Delegates
of the Kim division then welcomed
the Congress amidst further display

,of enthusiasm. Madame Krups-
kaya, widow of was greeted
with a minute long ovation when
she delivered her speech of welcome.

After Thaelmann had finished his
greeting to the Congress, the
Pioneers marched in the hall and
thirteen-year-old Avkeyeitvch wel-

t corned the Coneress in their name.
Elect Secretariat.

Other speeches were made by
] Cachin, France; Liu Wu Tchu,

China; Phillips and Rossginol. In
the midst of these speeches, the In-
ternational delegation of the Spar-

j takiad entered the hall.
Ferrat, of Italy, answered the

speeches on behalf of the members
of the Praesidium.

After the Secretariat and the
! Commissions had been elected, every
one present rose and sang the Inter-
national and the “Young Guard”
under the guidance of the famous |

j conductor-composer, Degey ter.

Court to Hear Appeal
of Mendola, Innocent
Pittston Mine Leader
PITTSTON, Pa. Aug. 21 (FP).—

Pennsylvania’s supreme court will ]
hear an appeal from Steve Mendola, |
sentenced to four years for accom-
panying Sam Bonita when he shot j
and killed Frank Agati in the dis- j
trict miners office in Wilkes-Barre. !
The shooting w'as the aftermath of
the murder of Pittston progressive
union leaders campaigning against j
the contract system.

TO HOLD SACCO
MEETING TODAY

Hug-e Demonstration j
in Union Square
Continued from Page One

pices the demonstration has been l
arranged.

Rose Sacco To Attend.
It is expected that Rose Sacco, i

w-idow of the murdered revolution-
; ist will attend the Union Square j
meeting. Greco and Carrillo, who i

] narrowly escaped a death similar to

the ones suffered by Sacco and
Vanzetti, will also attend the dem-

: onstration. It will be remembered
that Greco and Carrillo were saved
from electrocution when the frame-
up against them was exposed by

] the International Labor Defense.
Among the speakers who will ad-

] dress the meeting are:

Scott Nearing, Communist lec-
turer and economist; Robert Minor,

| editor of the Daily Worker; Mois-
] saye J. Olgin, editor of the Ham-
mer; John J. Baliam, acting Dis-
trict 2 organizer of the Workers

] Party; Ben Gold, manager of the
j Furriers’ Joint Board; Bert Miller,

! organization secretary District 2,
Workers Party; Meilech Epstein,
editor of the Freiheit; Richard B.
Moore, secretary of the Negro La-

] bor Congress; Carlo Tresca, editor
j of II Martello, Bishop Paul Jones of
the Fellowship of Reconciliation and
many other speakers representing

] Communist, anarchist, labor and
fraternal organizations. There will
also be speakers from the Young
Workers (Communist) League, from
the International Labor Defense
and from many other organizations.
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I SIOO,OOO
To fight against the imperialist war on Nica-
ragua and the war preparations now being

made by Wall Street for another bloody con-

flict. in which the American workers and ex-
ploited farmers will be sacrificed. Send in your
contributions to the NATIONAL ELECTION
CAMPAIGN COMMITTEE, 43 East 125th St.,

New York. Alexander Trachtenberg, treasurer.
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WORKERS BEGIN
TO ANSWER CALL
OF CHINA UNIONS

Philadelphia, Seattle
Committees Formed
Increased activity throughout the

United States on behalf of the aid
of the Chinese labor unions was in-
dicated yp«terdsy through the re-
ceipt at the office of the Commit-
tee*to Aid the Chinese Trade Unions
of communications from several
big cities throughout the country
announcing the formation and prep-
arations for the formation of other
committees, the purpose of which !
will be the raising of funds for the
relief of the suppressed Chinese j
trade unionists.

Thus far, a beginning of several
hundred dollars has been realized
by the Committee. These funds
were raised mainly through the ef-
forts of those who participated in
the Tag Day of two Sundays ago.
However, the collection lists con-
tinue to be sent out, and the money
raised in this manner will probably
start coming in by the end of this
week. The complete returns of the
Tag Day hawe also not been turned

i in, and the definite sum collected
during that day is still a matter of
speculation.

Philadelphia Committee.

The commurtication from Phila-
delphia, receive*! yesterday at the
office of the Committee, says that
“a Conference bo aid the Chinese
Trade Unions hast been organized in
Philadelphia.” Thfis conference, the ]
communication states, will enlist the
aid of many labor and fraternal or- i
gankations in the city. At a recent
picnic held here, a Chinese speaker
described the terrorism and perse-
cution of the Chinese trade union-
ists by the reactionary' Kunmintang
Nanking government. After the
sneech, a collection v.as held among
the people present, and the money
v'ill be sent immediately to the Com-
mittee to aid the Chinese Trade |
Unions in New York, thence to be
sent to China. Besides this, house !
to house collections and mass meet-
ings are being planned in Philadel-
phia, both of which are expected to

[ net considerable sums for the Chi-
I nese worker and peasant relief.

.•

2 Damage Suits File'5

Against Standard Oil
Company of New York

BRIDGEPORT, Conn., Aug. 21
(UP). —Two damage suits, totaling
$20,000, were entered against the
Standard Oil Company of New
York in federal court today.

Frank Crowley of Bridgeport
seeks $5,000 damage for himself
and $15,000 for his daughter Ma-
bel, for injuries alleged to have
been received at a filling station of
the Standard Oil Company.

~
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The Vege- Tarry Inn
\ “GRINE KRETCHME"

IIF.ST VEGETARIAN FOOD

MODERN IMPROVEMENTS
DIRECTION BI Take ferries at 23d
St., Christopher St., Barclay St. or

Hudson Tube# to Hoboken. Lacka-
wanna Railroad to Berkeley

Heights, N. J.

BERK K' E y HEIGHTS
NEW JERSEY

Phone, Fanwood 7 463 R 1.

Veils War in Words

uSpb

Secretary of State Kellogg is
now traveling to Paris on the lie
de France, manned by French
naval strikebreakers, to append

his signature to the so-called peace
pact that bears his name. The
powers are not even waiting for
the peace pact to veil their arma-
ment preparations in pacific
phrases before beginning man-
euvers thruout Europe.

SACCO LEAFLET
GIVERS JAILED

Announced Meeting in
Union Square

Two workers, Louis Objiler and
Helen Kass were arrested yesterday
afternoon at 37th St. and sth Ave.,
for distributing leaflets announcing
the Sacco-Vanzetti memorial meet-
ing to be held today on Union Sq.

The workers were distributing
leaflets from a truck which was
covered with signs announcing the
meeting, when police ordered them
to stop and arrested them immedi-
ately.

They were taken to the 30th
Street Police Station and released
under SSOO bail each on the charge
of “disorderly conduct.” The In-
ternational Labor Defense, New
York section, provided the bail, and
the I. L. D. lawyer, Buitenkamp.
will defend the workers when they
appear tomorrow morning at 9 a. m.
at the Jefferson Market Court.

Every new reader of The
DAILY WORKER is a potential
soldier in the coming battles of
the workers.

NEARING TO BE IN
EXTENSIVE DRIVE
IN NEW JERSEY
Will Expose Wall St.

Control of State
The New Jersey Workers (Com-

munist) Party campaign committee

will invade the enemies’ territory

when Scott Nearing, the Party’s

candidate for governor, appears in
Perth Amboy on the 26th of Au-
gust, Sunday night. This city is

the home of Morgan F. Larson, the
candidate for big business on the

republican ticket.
Nearing will expose the Wall

Street domination of the two old
party candidates, Hoover and Smith
and at the same time expose the
control of the corporations over the
state politics. He will stress the
investigations of Hudson county
and Atlantic county.

Nearing will continue his itiner-
ary then to Jersey City and speak

in the home town of Mayor Hague;
from there he will appear in New-
ark on the 30th and in Passaic on

the 31st of August. Next Nearing

will come back to Bayonne, the
Standard Oil center, on the first of
September; in Elizabeth on the 4th
and wind up in Paterson on the sth
of the month.

Ship Worker Drowned
in Fire on Standard
Oil Company Tanker

SEATTLE, Wash., Aug. 21 (UP).

—The $5,000,000 plant of the Stand-
ard Oil Co. at Point Wells, 12 miles
north of here, was threatened with
destruction today when a large
water area off the docks was con-
verted into a sea of fire following
an explosion aboard tine 64,000 gal-
lon tanker Petroleum 11.

A. A. Richard, ship cook, was
drowned when he and five other
members of the crew leaped into
the water to save their lives. The

others reached shore safely, swim-
ming most of the distance under
water.

Subsidiary of the United Workers’ Co-operative Ass'n.

O°lo
dividends are being paid from the first day of deposit
on gold bonds in denominations of SIOO, S3OO, SSOO and
SI,OOO secured by the second mortgage of the second
block of houses in the Co-operative Workers’ Colony.

Offices: 69—5th Ave., New York, N. Y.
TELEPHONE: ALGONQUIN 6900.

i 2700 Bronx Park East (Co-operative Workers’ Colony)
L--- -
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THIS SATURDAY AP

August Zb
Given by Trade Union Educational League,
Local N. Y.,and Jewish Workers University

'—An Unusual Program Will Be Offered —i
j j

3 P. M.
Freiheit Soccer Team.

SP.M.
International Red Poets Forum

6 to 11 P. M.
Camp Fire Concert with the Mass Chorus
of Brooklyn—and other musical members

II
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Tickets for Entire
Festival, Only 35 Cents
TO BE OBTAINED AT THE FREIHEIT AND B. M. T. West End Line

WORKERS’ CENTER, ROOM 205 to 25th Ave.
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1910

NOVEMBER 7—On the second
anniversary of the Bolshevik Revo-

. lution, agents of the Department of
Justice, under instructions from A.
Mitchell Palmer, attorney general,
swooped down on Communist meet-
ings, workers clubs, societies, etc.,
and jailed hundreds of workers as
a first step in the campaign of “red
raids.”

MARCH (During first week) —

Andrea Salsedo, Brooklyn printer, is
arrested for radical activities. Held
incommunicado in a secret detention
room of the Department of Justice in
Park Row, New York.

MAY 2 Bartolomeo Vanzetti
comes to New York as a representa-
tive of the Galliani anarchist group
in New England to arrange for legal
defense for Salsedo. They had
learned that he was being subjected
to third-degree tortures by the de-
partment of justice.

MAY 3—The body of Salsedo is
found crushed on the sidewalk be-

* fore the Park Row building of the
Department of Justice. The impact
had crushed it to a pulp. It is now
generally agreed that Salsedo was
either pushed from the 14th floor of
the building or himself out

when he could endure the torture of
the Department of Justice agents no
longer.

MAY s—Nicola Sacco and Bar-
tolomeo Vanzetti are arrested on a
street car while going from West
Bridgewater to Brockton, Mass.,
while engaged in arranging protest
meetings among Italian workers of
the community following the death
of Salsedo.

1920

AUGUST 16—Vanzetti is
charged with attempteing to rob a
cashier in Bridgewater on Decem-
ber 24, 1919, and is sentenced to
prison for from 12 to 15 years by

I Judge in Plymouth.
SEPTEMBER 11—Sacco and

Vanzetti are accused of being the
. chief participants in the murder

that occurred in South Braintree
on April 15, 1920, where, near the
shoe factory of Slater and Morrill
Co., Ferdinand Parmenter and his
guard, Alexander Berardelli, were
killed. The sls*ooo payroll in their
possession had been stolen.

1921

MAY' 31 —Sacco and Vanzetti are
brought to trial in Dedham, Mass.,
again before Judge Thayer. They
are indicted on a charge of first
degree murder.

JULY 14—After five hours, the
jury returns a verdict of guilty of
murder in the first degree against
Sacco and Vanzetti.

OCTOBER 12—The workers of
Paris conduct a huge protest de-
monstration against the verdict.
Twenty workers are wounded when

I the demonstration is broken up by
the police. (It is impossible here to
list the tens of thousands of meet-
ings, demonstrations, strikes, etc.,

that took place in every corner of
the world in solidarity with the two
martyrs.)

OCTOBER 30—Workers in Cuba,
in a demonstration before the

American consulate, demand the re-
lease of Sacco and Vanzetti.

DECEMBER 24—Judge Thayer
refuses to grant a plea for a new
trial.

1322

JANUARY I—The defense an-
nounces that it is in possession of
new evidence to prove the innocence
of Sacco and Vanzetti.

MARCH 23—The workers of
Sofia, Bulgaria, warn the American
embassy that they will not remain
silent if the American capitalist
class determines to murder Sacco
and Vanzetti.

1923

FEBRUARY 16—Sacco "begins a

) hunger strike in the Norfolk County
Jail which lasts 30 days.

1924

OCTOBER I—Judge Thayer de-
nies five motions of the defense to
challenge the verdict of the jury
in the Saceo-Vanzetti case.

NOVEMBER 21 William
Thompson, former Boston district
attorney, assumes charge of the de-
fense. The defense enters a bill of
exceptions to make possible the. in-
stitution of a new trial.

1926

JANUARY 10—Celestino Ma-
deiros, a sentenced criminal, de-
clares that he knows that the mur-
der of Parmenter and Berardelli
was committed by members of the
notorious Morelli gang of Provi-
dence, R. I.

MAY 12—The state supreme
court denies a new trial to Sacco
and Vanzetti on the basis of the bill
of exceptions. The court maintains
that they were legally convicted.

SEPTEMBER 13—The defense
demands a new trial on the basis
of the Madciros confession.

OCTOBER 21—Judge Thayer de-
nied the motion for a new trial.

NOVEMBER 19—Twenty thou-
sand workers gather in Madison
Square Garden, New York, to de-
mand a new trial for Sacco and
Vanzetti.

1927

JANUARY 27—Defense attor-

neys argue before the judges of the
state supreme court and demand
new action on the basis of Judge
Thayer’s prejudicial conduct during

the trial of Sacco and Vanzetti.
,

SEVEN YEARS IN HELL
FOR S AGCO, VANZETTI

APRIL s—The state supreme
court denies all pleas for a new
trial.

APRIL 9—Judge Thayer hands
down a decision that Sacco and
Vanzetti shall die in the electric
chair on July 10, 1927.

APRIL 10—International Labor
Defense issues call for demonstra-
tions of protest thruout the United
States, and appeals to the labor
movement of the rest of the world
to join in a final mvoement to save
Sacco and Vanzetti from being mur-
dered.

APRIL 23—Gov. Alvan T. Fujler
of Massachusetts institutes his star
chamber investigation committee to
give sanctity to the legal execuion.
It includes President Lowell of Har-
vard, and President Stratton of
Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology.

JUNE 29—Gov. Fuller postpones
the date of execution to August 10.
The postponement refers to Sacco,
Vanzetti and Madeiros.

JULY 7—A quarter of a million
workers strike in protest in New
York. Over 25,000 attend demon-
stration in Union Square.

JULY 17—Sacco and Vanzetti
begin a hunger strike.

* * *

(In the. meantime, strikes, de-
monstrations and meetings are
taking place in every part of the
world, demanding the release of
Sacco and Vanzetti, or the grant-
ing of a new trial. Tens of mil-
lions of workers are set into mo-
tion against the planned assas-
sination. Some of the worker’s
leading men and women of letters,
arts and science join the wo-’d-
wide protest • movement. Gov.
Fuller’s office is swamped with
thousands upon thousands of let-
ters, telegrams and cablegrams of
protest.)

* * »

AUGUST B—The supreme ju-
dicial court of Massachusetts re-
fuses to grant a writ of habeas
corpus in order to halt the execu-
tion. Judge Thayer again refuses
to grant a new trial.

AUGUST 10—Twenty minutes
before the time set for the execu-
tion, and while millions of workers
thruout the world are demonstrat-
ing their hatred to the Massachu-
setts murderers—on the streets,
Gov. Fuller continues the torture of
the two workers by again postpon-
ing the date of execution to August
22.

AUGUST 11—Judge Sanderson
decides that the question of a new
trial must be decided by the full
court. Vanzetti ends his hunger
strike.

AUGUST 15—Sacco ends his
hunger strike, because he is threat-
ened with forcible feeding.

AUGUST 16—The defense ar-
gues before the supreme judicial
coui’t for a new trial, demonstrating
the prejudice of Judge Thayer.

AUGUST 19—The court denies
the pleas of the defense,

AUGUST 20—Justice Oliver
Wendell Holmes, “liberal” member
of the United States supreme court,
denies the plea of the defense for
a writ of habeas corpus. Fuller re-
fuses to grant any further post-
ponement.

AUGUST 21—Louis Brandies,
another “liberal” member of the
U. S. supreme eouft, also denies the
pleas of the defense attorneys.

AUGUST 22—Rosa, wife of Sac-
co, and Luigia, sister of Vanzetti,
approach Gov. Fuller for last min-
ute action. He declines to act.

» * «

A few minutes after midnight:
the execution. The current of
death is sent thru the tortured
bodies of the workers. The Puri-
tan hyenas of Massachusetts
capitalism have won their vic-
tory.

HOW PALMER TRIED
TO FRAME MARTYRS

By ART SHIELDS
(Federated Press).

I MET Nick Sacco first eight years
years ago. He had already been

caged six months and prison paller
hed set in. Nick was muscular and
supple, but lack of exercise and
prison food were telling on- him.

On my second visit to Dedham
jail, just after Thanksgiving Day,
1920, a department of justice spy
who had been put in the cell ad-
joining Sacco was discovered. Fred
Moore, Nick’s attorney, was along.
Moore had uncovered spies before
when he was handling cases for
western loggers and oil workers and
the textile workers of Lawrence,
Mass., and his quick thinking was
successful n ths emeirgency.

•* * *

Nick was nervous when they led
him through the barred doors of the
corridor to the central waiting room
of the prison. He bent forward and
whispered his suspicions as the fat
gray old keeper sat sleepily some
distance away by the desk where the
prisoner’s entry book rested. Nick
said a strange Italian was put into
the next cell. That stranger, posing
as a fellow radical, sought to incite
him to enter into a bombing con-
spiracy.

Fasti Fast!
One year has past!
Dead! Dead!
You will reborn never!

Who said, “There will be resurrection”?
Why did we not see any of those gentlemen
Who were willing to take your places?
What are the uses of petition, protest and demonstration?
They may now refire the cold ashes of our martyrs,
And can never soften the murderers’ hearts.
What are the uses of tears, sighs and complaints?
They may expect the embraces of their dear mothers,
And can never get pardons from the blood-thirsty masters.
Have you ever seen the sheep and pigs being dragged to the axe?
How pitifully thy cry!
How terribly they tremble!
Yet men all enjoy their delicious flesh, just the same!
Sheep, pigs, workers, foreigners! f
Your flesh is fresh,
Your blood is sweet,
Your sweat is fertile.

O Vanzetti!
Did you say:
“I wish to forgive some people for what they are now doing to me”?
Certainly, you can forgive them as you like,
But you are the Wop, the fish peddler, the worker.
And haven't anything in the bank.
Isn’t it a great insult to say "forgive to your honorable master ?

His cell neighbor talked to him
in the corridor when they were both
let out for an exercise period. The
man claimed he was arrested in a
payroll case like Nick, that he was
a radical, too, an I. W. W. from
Chicago. Nick was no I. W. W.
He was an anarchist, but he had a
friendly feeling for wobblies. How-
ever this fellow did not ring true.

A little later the stranger sug-
gested Nick ask his radical friends
to bring dynamite and blow up the
prison. Then Nick became pretty
sure the man was crooked. At this
point he noticed that the prison
authorities had prolonged the exer-
cise time to two hours. That looked
queer.

* * *

IHOORE listened to the story, then
*** acted like a flash. With a dis-
arming smile he was at the keeper’s
side, engaging him iri careless con-
versation. In another minute, be-
fore theold fellow woke up to the
situation, Moore was copying an
Italian name from the prison book.
There was a fat-handed attempt of
the keeper to get the book away, but
the western lawyer’s hand was too
strong. The strange Italian was
charged with attempted assault

ONE YEAR HAS PASSED
(In Memory of Sacco and Vanzetti).

By H. T. TSAING

The Family of Bartolomeo Vanzetti: Labor Martyr

Above, in the foreground.-is the father of Bartolomeo Vanzetti. Behind him are Vanzetti's mother,
his sisters, Luigia and Vincenzina ami his younger brother, Eltore. The picture teas taken in Vanzetti’s
native town of Villafalletto.

and robbery, but no committing
magistrate was listed.

, That stool-pigeon was placed in
the cell next to Sacco at the order
of the department of justice and
District Attorney Katzmann. A con-
fidential agent of Moore got that

1 from the sheriff’s office soon after.
I It was a definite link connecting A.

Mitcliell Palmer with the prosecu-
tion of the two workingmen and in

’ pamphlets .news stories and maga-

I I zine articles that followed, the at-
' tack was driven home.

I met Vanzetti about the same
j time at Charlestown penitentiary. I
met him again during the years, as
he grew older in body but not in

1 1 spirit in his Massachusetts cage.
One day he summed up his two chief
desires for me as follows:

' | “If I am ever free,” he said, “I
1 want to live in the open air close!

' to nature and I want to live for the j
social reolution.”

Vanzetti was more given to ab- j
tract thought than his comrade; he!

i read more and he wrote more. But j
Sacco’s last days showed to the |

1 world a realistic outlook that any

revolutionist might be proud of. He
, saw that there was no hope for

i mercy from his class enemies, and
yet he was entirely fearless. Both
met their deaths with supreme

j beauty and courage—yet differently:
i! Vanzetti with forgiveness for his
; enemies, Sacco with defiance.

O martyrs!
Dead! Dead!
You were dead.
Never, never
Live again.
Fast! fast!
But one year has past.
Years are piling up the immortal bricks of your lofty monument.
O martyrs!
Look at the autumn flowers
They are dying!
Dying! dying!
But
The trees, the roots from which
The flowers are coming,
Never, never die!
When the spring comes
We shall again see the pretty flowers
Blooming,
Perfuming,
Salute to the warming sun;
Wrestling with the mild wind
And kissing with the charming butterflies.
0 martyrs!
Dead, dead. You are dead!
But
Your human tree and your human root
Is budding,
Blooming,
And growing!
Listen to the war cries of your living brothers!
This is the incense we are burning for you!

“VILLAFALLETTO,”A VISIT
TO FAMILY OF VANZETTI

By H. W. L. DANA.

«yiLLAFALLETTO,” cried the
* railway guard at last, and as

I stepped off the train at a little
isolated station in northern Italy,
I read on a sign the word that had
been already imprinted on my mem-
ory: “Villafalletto.”

Often during the long seven
years of his imprisonment, Bartolo-
meo Vanzetti used to describe to
me his native town. “Villafalletto
rises on the right bank of the
Magra in the shadow of a beauti-
ful chain of hills,” he wrote and
added, "The deep green of the north
Italian valleys is a living thing in
my mind today.” Shortly before he
was put to death he wrote to me
urging me, if ever I were in Italy,
to go and visit his family. Now!
at last I was able to do so and had j
come to see the surroundings in
which he had grown up and which
had always meant so much to him.

Twenty Y’ears Ago.
As I got off on the platform, I

realized that it was here at this
same railroad station that Vanzetti
had said goodbye to his family
twenty years ago when he had left
home being, as he put it, “drawn j
to America by my love of freedom.”
The freedom for the working class

' which he had not found there, he
had fought to give America, and
America had given him death.

From the railway station it was
more than a mile’s drive up to the
hill town of Villafalletto itself. I
got into a covered wagon crowded
wjth villagers who had returned by
the train and the wagon made its
way slowly up the winding road to-

wards the little town among the
foothills. Already the sun had set

behind the mountains and the night
was fast coming on.

Villafalletto and Dedham.
At length we rattled across the

little bridge over the Magra and
passing through an old gateway
like that of a castle entered the
town of Villafalletto. The one cen-
tral street with the stream of wat*

er flowing through the middle of
it at which the women washed their
clothes offered a striking contrast

to the wide lawns of the bourgeois I
estates in the town of Dedham,

\ Massachusetts, where Vanzetti had
j been condemned to death. I thought
once more of the contrast in the
courtroom between the bronzed fig-
ure of Vanzetti himself and the
shrivelled form of the New England

¦ judge. In the two towns as in the
j two men, Italian labor and Ameri-

t i can capital seemed face to face.
As I alighted then from the car-

[ riage and set foot in this town, I
found myself trembling w-ith shame
and indignation for my own coun-
try. Here was I from Massachu-

| setts, venturing to come here. At
’ the inn, said to be the oldest in
Italy, I asked for Vanzetti’s home,

j I was conscious at once of pene-

trating glances and yet a warm
sympathy. There had been around
the whole world a great rending
cry at the execution of Sacco and
Vanzetti—the voice of an “intftf-
national of justice” such as the
world had never heard before.

In Czechoslovakia in one of the
cities the central square that had
ten years ago been christened “Wil-

j son Square” has now been renamed
j “Sacco and Vanzetti Square.” In

| Moscow there is a “Sacco and Van-
j zetti Theatre” with large portraits
!of them on the facade. Instances

j of this sort can be found today in
I every country showing that their
memory is still alive.

“Gentle, Thoughtful.”
Yet the inhabitants of this little

town of Villafalletto seemed un-
aware of the world importance their

j Bartolomeo Vanzetti had come to

hold. They pressed around me wdth j
questions about the trial and the
execution in America and volun-
teered all sorts of information about
Vanzetti’s life at Villafalletto. One
old woman remembered him as the
most gentle and thoughtful boy
their town had ever known. One of
his schoolmates told me of his bril-
liance in his studies and of his un-
quenchable ardor for reading. One
and all in Villafalletto were con-

vinced of his complete innocence of
the crime attributed to him. But
I found in them a sort of mute ac-
ceptance of injustice which I came
to feel characteristic of poor work-
ers like these under a fascist re-

; gime.
They pointed out to me across the

darkened street the yellow lights
from the windows of Vanzetti’s
house. There I found his family
warm-hearted in their hospitality
.through all the anguish of their suf-
fering. I came to see in them the
very traits I had learned to love
in him. His two sisters, Luiga and
Vincenzina, were kindly thoughtful
and alert in interest. His younger

brother, Ettore, was a shy but
friendly lad. The father, a fine old
Italian with a face that seemed
carved out of hardest granite, came
in later. He was courteous and
kind but seemed a broken man, un-
able to talk about the case and sat
throughout our conversation omin-
ously silent. From neighboring

houses in the course of the evening
there dropped in an aunt, some
young cousins, and a woman who,
Vanzetti had told me, had been af-
ter his mother’s death a sort of
second mother to him.

They led me to a table and in-
sisted in giving me things to eat

and drink. In the letter of intro-
duction which Vanzetti had given:

me to his family he had written

VANZETTI TO JUDGE THAYER

“Ifit had not been for these things, I might have live out
my life, talking at street corners to scorning men. I might
have die unmarked, unknown, a failure. This is our career and
our triumph. Never in our full life can we hope to do such work
for tolerance, for joostice, for man’s onderstanding of man, as
now we do by an accident. Ou words—our lives—our paint;—
nothing! The taking of our lives—lives of a good shoemaker
and a poor fish peddler—all! That last moment belong to us—-
that agony is our triumph!”

with characteristic thoughtfulness
and naivete: “Give Professor Dana
white wine because that is better
suited to Americans, since they are

not accustomed to drink.” With a
smile they offered me my choice
from the well supplied wine store of
the father.

Vanzetti’s Letter.

After supper, I read them the
various letters I had received from
Bartolomeo, and showed them the
pictures in the newspapers, the car-
toons, and the posters about Sacco
and Vanzetti that I had gathered
in America and the various coun-
tries of Europe. They in turn

showed me family portraits, pic-
tures of Bartolomeo at various ages

from earliest childhood, and a long
series of letters from him during
the seven years of the trial—much ,
the most complete record of his
thoughts that exists and one which
must be taken into account in any

attempt to write the full story of
his life. They told me of the ter-

rible days of suspense they had
passed and the night of anguish
waiting for the final news. They
spoke too, of the family of Sacco at

Torre Maggiore in the extreme

southeast of Italy as they were in
the extreme northwest. Half the
night was spent in our talk before
we finally went to bed.

The next day they took me out

of doors, through the courtyard sur-
rounded by galleries and through a
lane to the vegetable garden where
Bartolomeo had told me he used to

love to work as a boy. Here now
his young brother, Ettore, was at

work and pointed out with pride the
trees Bartolomeo had planted. The

; cousins told me of the sympathetic
fondness he had felt for all living
things in this garden. It all bore
out Sacco’s spontaneous character-
ization of Vanzetti as “the man

| kind to all.”

His Own Room. .

The sisters showed me the room
where their mother had died while
Bartolomeo was a boy and I re-
membered his account of his pathe-
tic attempts to stop all sounds that
might disturb her during her sick-
ness, rushing out into the street to
implore noisy groups of young men
please to go elsewhere. We saw
the forest where he used to wander

in despair after her death and the
bridge where he used to stand and
look longingly at the bed of the
stream beneath.

The family did not share, did not
understand Vanzetti’s views, but I
always felt their ardent confidence
in his character and their complete
conviction of his innocence. If they
did not raise their voices in stri-
dent outcries against the deep
damnation of his taking off, it
seemed to me only a part of that
same dumb- submission to unjust au-
thority which I had already felt
when I first spoke to these hum-
ble village workers in Mussolini's
Italy. But there was not a trace

of any sense of shame, only of si-
lent pride.

His Last Letter.
This was brought out clearly

! when they came to read aloud to

j me Vanzetti’s last letter of which
they allowed me to make a copy.
It was a letter written just before
his death—a letter full of calm
preparation and proud strength. It
was dated: “The New Era: The
First Day” and was in part as fol-
lows:

“I am calm and prepared for
all that may come. I swear to
you my complete innocence of the
crimes attributed to me and of
all other crimes. Do not feel
ashamed of me. A day will come
in which my life will be known
such as it really was and then all
you who call yourselves by the
name of Vanzetti will be happy
and proud of that name. Already
all those who know me love and
respect me. I have inscribed my
gravestone with twenty years of
life consecrated to the pursuit of
justice and liberty for all. If I
must now die through fault of
the greatest injustice of men and

! of circumstances, I can rest as-
sured that no one of those who
have been my enemies will be
mourned as I shall be....1 shall

i fight to the last moment in order
? to conquer. Then lift up your

spirits.”
As I watched the dignified, ex-

t alted look on the faces of the fam-
• ily as they stood listening to the

> I reading of this letter, I felt confi-
i dent that they had lifted up their

¦ spirits and that they were proud to¦ j bear the name of Vanzetti.

Sacco and Vanzetti
By HENRY JR.

A year has passed—and these two shining names
Still move like fire across the earthly lands,

And weld our brotherhood in singing flames
And join again the countless workers’ hands.

These names, withstanding all the blows of fate,
Now rise immortal from the earth again

To mock the masters’ venom and their hate,
To live forever in the hearts of men.

Vanzetti! Sacco! These two names shall spell
Another word for revolution now,

Upon the winds these names shall rise and swell,
Upon men’s lips they shall be like a vow.

For when the revolution’s mighty tide
Shall sweep the earth and rend reaction’s gloom,

Our crimson banners then afolt in pride
Shall bear these names that seal the masters’ doom!

. fife: .

v. \ '
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The International Situation and Tasks of Communist International
Comrade Bukharin’s Report of the Executive Committee of the Communist International

This is the concluding instalment of Bukharin’s report, made to the Sixth Congress of the Communist Interna-

tional on July 18 and 19, the first half of which appeared in the Daily Worker last Saturday, August 18. The

portion published Saturday consisted of: “I.A General Analysis of Modem Capitalism and the Special Forms of the

Crisis of Capitalism,” and ‘‘II. Internal Political Processes in the Bourgeois Countries.” The report continues :

111. Our Line of Tactics.
THE CHANGE IN TACTIC CORRESPONDS TO THE

CHANGE IN THE OBJECTIVE SITUATION.

The changes in the objective situation compelled us to change our

tactics. It was a proper reaction to tho altered state of affairs. A
clear example of this is afforded by Great Britain. The Labor Party,
which at one time was a loose organization without party discipline is
now becoming a real social democratic party on the model of the con-
tinental parties. It has a program and party discipline; it is striving
to bind us politically by means of its influence in the trade unions. It
expels us, it launches at tacks against us. If we were to retain our
former attitnde at the present time and preserve our former relation-
ship so as not to break the common front of the organized proletariat,

we would be doomed. We would lose our political independence and
thereby our right to existence. The enemy would break us. It would

be. silly not to draw the proper conclusions from such a state of affairs.
The change in the attitude of our British party was determined by the
change in the objective situation, by the new organizational methods
of the labor party, by new relationships that arose between our party

and the labor party. These are all political factors of first rate im-
portance.

,

The same may be said about France. It is no accident that the
contemporary representatives of social democracy in France are Paul
Boncour, with his military law and Albert Thomas, who is boosting
Mussolini. The Thomases and Roncours are not expelled. On the con-

trary, the social democrats strive to justify their conduct. The “left”
Fritz Adler writes a pitiful article in which he actually tries to defend
Thomas, the bard of fascism. Thas is how the most “left"elements of
the 11. International act, and that is how the man. who during the war

assassinated a cabinet minister as a protest against the war, writes
now!

As far as the Communist Party of France is concerned, there were

certain other considerations compelling us to change our tactics. It is

a well-known fact that survivals of parliamentary illusions are still
prevalent in the French Tarty. The recent elections marked a turning
point for the Party, a turning point which must be regarded not only
from the viewpoint of the elections, but also from the angle of the

entire future policy of the French Communist Party. Having come to
the conclusion that we were on the eve of great class conflicts in which
parliamentarism, in the worst sense of the word, may play a very per-
nicious role, we had to do everything in our power to break down this
tradition.

Thus the change in our tactics was bound up with the change in
the objective situation and this was the signal for a change in tho tac-

tics in the larger of our Communist Parties. The political pivot of this
change is our changed attitude towards the social democratic parties.
The question of our attitude towards the social democratic parties is a
cardinal political question. Intensification of the struggle against so-
cial democracy—such is the political orientation of the Communist In-
ternational, and I think that this slogan, this political orientation, will
he adopted by the VI. Congress. At the same time I must emphasize
that the adoption of sharper methods of struggle against the social
democratic parties is not in any way identical with the abandonment of
the united front tactics, as some comrades are inclined to think. On
the contrary, the more sharply we come out against social democracy
and against its political line, the more determinedly must we take up

the task of capturing the masses, including the mass of rank and file
social democrats, including the mass of workers who follow the lead of
social democracy, and the more strenuously must we fight to win these
masses. But in order to conduct a successful struggle for the masses
we must employ proper methods of approaching them. Only those
lacking intelligence would argue that since we are waging a desperate
struggle against social democracy we must have no dealings with rank
and file social democratic workers. There are many comrades who still
fail to appreciate this two-fold task. Many have not as yet given seri-
ous thought to the matter. But the fact is that this is one of our most
important and fundamental tasks.

IV. The Revolution in Colonial and Semi-Colonial Countries.
CORRECTNESS OF THE MAIN LINE AND BLUNDERS

IN ITS APPLICATION TO CHINA.

Before analyzing our fundamental task-: in general, I should like

to deal with the question of the colonial movements. I will deal with

China and India, but will limit myself merely to a few remarks, be-

cause these questions will be dealt with partly in discussing the pro-

gramme and, particularly, in discussing the colonial question.

On the questions of the Chinese revolution, we had an extensive

discussion with our opposition on points of principle. Here we can in

retrospect deal once again with some of the major problems of the

Chinese revolution. The Communist Party of China, as all of you

knerw, has suffered a severe defeat. This is a fact. The question arises,

was this defeat a result of the wrong tactics pursued by the Comintern

in the Chinese revolution? Perhaps indeed, it was inexpedient to have

entered into a bloc with the bourgeoisie; perhaps this was the original

sin, the basic error, which determined all other errors, and, gradually,

step by step, brought about the defeat of the Chinese proletariat?

Most likely this question will be analyzed in great detail at this Con-

gress when the colonial problem will be up for discussion in as much

as this in an extremely vital question which must be critically and
scrupulously examined and analyzed. But I think, and the analyzis

will bear me out in this, that the mistake does not lie here.

On the whole, it is not the main line of tactics that was at fault,

but the political actions and the practical application of the line pursued
in China. Firstly, at the beginning of the .Chinese revolution, in the

period of collaboration with the Kuomintang, our mistake was that we

did not sufficiently criticize the Kuomintang. Instead of being an ally,

our Party was at times an accessory of the Kuomintang. Secondly,

the Communist Party of China failed to understand the change that

took place in the objective situation, the transition from one stage to

another. Thus, it was possible for a time to march together with the

national bourgeoisie, but at a certain stage of development it was neces-

sary to foresee imminent changes. It was necessary to prepare for

that. In concluding an alliance it is always necessary to bear in mind

the possibility of changes and, consequently, to prepare for a struggle.

On a critical analysis of all phases of the Chinese revolution we find

that the C. C. of the Chinese Party and partly also our representative

in China committed a grave blunder. They did not take this coming

change into account, they did not foresee it and therefore did not effect

a timely change when the former ally turned into a deadly foe. Thirdly,

our Party at times acted as a brake on the mass movement, a brake

on the agrarian revolution, and a brake on the labor movement. These

were fatal blunders and, naturally, they helped to bring about the de-

feat of the Communist Party and of the Chinese proletariat. After a

whole series of defeats the Party set to work resolutely to rectify its

opportunist blunders. But this time, as frequently happens, some com-

rades fell into the other extreme. They did not prepare uprisings with

sufficient care, they displayed glaring putschist tendencies and ad- ]
venturism of the worst type. The IX. Plenum of the C. I. called for a

change in the tactics of the Communist Party of China, but not in the

same direction as that of the West European parties.

By manipulating such *-’nns as “Left,” “Right," etc., we can say |
that in France and Great Britain a change has been effected towards

the “Left” and in China towards the “Right.” However, I wish to

make a reservation: I am not in favor of such terminology. It little

suits the occasion and explains nothing. The purpose of analyzing any

given situation is to discover whether certain tactics are correct or

not, suitable or unsuitable for the given situation and not whether the

tactics are “Right” or "Left. «

THE RETURN OF THE REVOLUTIONARY TIDE IN
CHINA IS INEVITABLE.

We characterize the present period in the Chinese revolution as the
culminating point of a great period when the revolutionary wave rose

high and the beginning of a period in which the main task is to unite
the masses and to rally the forces in preparation for a new great revo-
lutionary upheaval.

All objective symptoms show that another revolutionary upheaval
is inevitable. The whole experience of the past struggle shows that with-
out gigantic mass movements it will be impossible to solve the problem
of the Chinese revolution and that the objective pre-requisites for its
victorious completion exist. But this brings us against the main task

of uniting the masses so as to deprive the enemy of the opportunity
tp gradually destroy our proletarian army unit by unit. Iron necessity
demanded that the Party abandon the position of immediate insurrec-
tion and take up the position of preparation, mass preparation, for an

uprising with a maximum chance of victory. I think that the resolu-
tion adopted by the IX. Plenum on the Chinese question helped greatly

to further the development of the Communist Party of China. I hope

that the Congress decisions will be in keeping with the spirit of the
resolution.

NEW PROCESSES IN INDIA.

The situation in India is shapivg itself differently. There the

situation and the correlation of forces are different from those in

China, where in the course of an entire period, in the course of many

years, the bourgeoisie conducted an armed struggle against the im-

perialists. This is a fact. It is otherwise in India. There it is incon-

ceivable that the bourgeoisie will play a revolutionary role for any

length of time. This of course, does not apply to the various petty

bourgeois parties or terroristic organizations now existing in India.
I have in mind the principal cadres of the bourgeoisie, the Swaraj

Party.
I am not in a position to make an economic analysis of the situa-

tion in India, but I should like to state that I do not share the
opinion that India is ceasing to be a colonial country and that a

process of decolonization is going on there. That theory is a one-
sided one. On the contrary, recently, following the period of con-

cessions, British imperialism has increased its colonial oppression of
India in general and of the Indian bourgeoisie in particular. This
compels the Swaraj Party once again to maneuver against British
imperialism. It is maneuvering. But this is a far-cry from armed
struggle. At the very first outbreak of mass action the Swaraj Party
will turn towards British imperialism and seek to compromise with it.
I have in mind such mass action in which the masses will advance
independent radical slogans such as a demand to confiscate the land
or radical slogans for the defense of working class interests. It seems
to me that in the event of independent mass action and the advance-
ment of more or less revolutionary slogans the Swaraj bourgeoisie
will very rapidly come to an agreement and compromise with British
imperialism. Now it maneuvers. At some points, it map play even an
objectively revolutionary role, but it is inconceivable that it will play
a revloutionary role for any length of time. There is no doubt, and
this must be emphasized, that the bourgeoisie will desert to the camp
of counter-revolution at the first manifestation of a mass movement.

The Communist Party must from the very outset expose the half-
heartedness of the bourgeoisie, accentuate the slogans, from the very
beginning come out against the bourgeoisie and open the eyes of the
masses of the workers to the future behavior of the Indian Swarajist
bourgeoisie. A mechanical application of Chinese tactics to India is
fraught with great danger. A special analysis and special tactics based
on the particular conditions prevailing in India are necessary.

V. Our Main Tasks an d Our Shortcoming’s.

MORE INTERNATIONALISM!
Comrades I now come to our main tasks and our shortcomings.

From my analysis of the world situation, certain conclus ons follow

in relation to our basic orientation in the sphere of tactical problems.

First of all, I will deal with the question of the international character

of our movement. It stands to reason that in the present period, when

<rreat political questions occupy the center of attention of the Com-

munist Parties, when the war problem is the mam problem, the activi-

ties of the Communist International must be chiefly based on interna-

tional training and on the tasks of the Communist Parties arising from

them Regarding our Party activity from this viewpoint, it r*ust be

stated that notwithstanding the relative numerical weakness of our

Communist Parties, we have achieved fairly great successes in regard

to the Bolshevization of our Parties: we have quite considerable gains,

and increase in influence to record, we have ideologically gained new

territories for Communism, etc. Nevertheless, the degree of interna-

tionalism of the Communist Parties is still ver\ small compared with

the tasks confronting the Communist International and its Sections.

Exprience of recent years has revealed these shortcomings and I think

that it is our duty to speak of them openly. A frank admission of these

shortcomings is an important prerequisite for their elimination.
During the strike in Great Britain many Parties inadequately sup-

ported the British working class and this we have stated in the resolu-
tions of Enlarged Plenums of the Communist International. With the
exception of a few Parties, and particularly the Communist Party of

the Soviet Union, the Parties rendered very meagre help to the British
proletariat.

Practically the same thing was manifested in connection with the

Chinese events. The magnitude of the international campaign in defense
of the Chinese Revolution did not fullje, correspond to the objects and ra-

quirements of the period and the revolutionary duty so the Parties.
Interest in the Chinese Revolution was not sufficiently sustained. Nor
did the Party press deal adequately with the Bolshevization of the
Communist Party of China and the Bolshevization of the labor and
peasant movement in China. Thoroughgoing and systematic work in
this sphere was not observed. Sufficiently broad political campaigns
corresponding to the requirements were not conducted. Sporadic at-
tempts were made to remove these shortcomings, but persistent sys-
tematic work was not undertaken and as a result, the Parties were not
always able to cope with the tasks that confronted them in the period
cf big campaigns.

Take the question of Fascism. I have ir. mind not onlv Italian
Fascism; I want to deal with this question on somewhat broader lines,
I want to take up the question of Fascism in Italy, in Poland and
Fascism in general. The Communist Parties’ struggle against Fascism
and the attention they paid to this question was totally inadequate.

Events like the United States incursion in Nicaragua hove not been
sufficiently counteracted, particularly by the American Party. Even
the American Party, for which this question should have been the
Central Question in all its activity, was not in a position to develop a

f sufficiently broad campaign. This is no less true of the other Parties.
Nicaragua is far away from Europe, but geographical conditions should
not so seriously affect the work of Communist Parties. In some
Parties, particularly in Europe, both small and large, certain survivals
of provincialism are to be observed; a lack of understanding of the
significance of international high politics. If we are to prepare seri-
ously for world historical events like imminent war. we must now
stress the problems of high international politics, for otherwise, we
will be unable to prepare seriously for the outbreak of war. It stands

I to reason that in order to launch this campaign properly, in order to

carry it on with the necessary energy, we must lirfk up questions of
international high politics with questions of daily life and reyolutionary
activity in the respective countries. Here again the problem of war
comes to the fore. Almost all internal political questions, including
questions of the labor movement of each country, encounter this prob-
lem. The capitalist offensive is bound up with the bourgeois prepara-
tions for war and is called forth by the necessity to strengthen the
positions of the bourgeoisie, to establish civil peace, to organize pro-
tection against the workers, etc. Generally speaking, this is a very
complicated problem. While handling day to day questions it is neces-
sary at the same time to make them the basis for the further develop-
ment of our more general slogans and tasks. A certain politico-tactical
art is involved in this. But this is an argument in favor of taking up
big political questions, and it is precisely here that the art of Bolshe-
vik tactics comes in, namely, to start out with minor questions and to
lead them up to big questions. If we fail to acquire this art, if we
fail to react sufficiently to great international problems it will signify
that we will fail to carry on systematic work in preparation for a
struggle against war. This we must understand and state in our resolu-
tion. The question of war, the question of defending the revolution
in the U. S. S. R. and in China—are questions of central and decisive
significance. Sj stematic work in this direction is the fundamental task
of all Parties, of all Sections of the Communist International

The question of the general line of the Communist Parties is a
question of attitude towards the present form of capitalism and to the
capitalist state. In this sphere, minor questions imperceptibly grow into
big political problems. If, for example, we take the tactical orientation
of the Social Democratic Parties—l have already referred to that in
passing—we find a fully consistent line. It is a line of unity with the
employers’ organizations. It passes on from the individual factory to
the League of Nations. The social democrats advocate “industrial
peace and the so-called “American” method of collaboration between
labor and capital. Such is the main line of contemporary social democ-
racy. This main policy finds its reflection also in the sphere of foreign
affairs. But we also meet with it in dealing with questions of home
affairs, in the question of relations with the state, the question of
coalitions, the attitude towards the so-called employers’ organizations,
viz., the magnates of Trust Capital.. The social democratic slogan is
a slogan of unity with trust capital. The question of the class
struggle no longer exists as far as they are concerned. In the economic
sphere they are opposed to strikes, they are opposed to the industrial
struggle. They stand for industrial peace. Instead of extension of
strikes, they stand for compulsory arbitration. To them it is not a
question of the dependence or independence of the labor organizations,
they stand for collaboration between the labor organizations and the
employers organizations. This is an integral sjetem of tactics. From
the reformist viewpoint the labor organizations must abandon their
class independence. Class struggle has become vobsolete” in the eyes of
these gentlemen. The Social Democratic line is a line of grafting the
reformist labor organizations, with the organizations of monopolist
capital and the monopolist capitalist state. We see these consistent
Social Democratic tactics operating all along the line.

UNITED FRONT TACTICS ONLY FROM BELOW.
What is our tactical orientation? Our tactical orientation in allthese questions, from the factory nucleus to the League of Nations isdiametrically opposite to that of the social democrats. Not industrial

peace, but class struggle, not arbitration, but struggle against com-
pulsory arbitration; exposure of all'the trap* which the capitalist or-ganizations or the capitalist state are laying down for the working
class; fight against every attempt to fetter the strike movement, etc.
Inis is our basic tactical orientation. We have discussed these questions
on many occasions already and our answer to them in my opinion wasabsolutely clear. The final conclusion to be drawn from this tactical
line is, that we must steer a course for the overthrow of the bourgeois
state power—for revolution. This does not in the least imply that we
must abandon the tactics of the united front. But, regarding thesharpening of our struggle against social democracy, certain changes
must be made in the conduct of that struggle. United front tactics
must, in most cases, now be applied only from below. No appeals to
the central committee of the social democratic parties. In rare cases
appeals may be made to local social democratic committees. In the
main, we must appeal only to the social democratic masses, to the
rank and file social democratic workers.

The united front tactic is closely bound up with the questions ofour systematic work.

TRADE UNION WORK.—A VITAL PROBLEM.
We are not concerned here with the various campaigns conducted

from time to time. All these tactical questions first and foremost
concern systematic work. You are all aware of the theses laid down
in numerous resolutions of the Communist International to the effect
that in this domain the most important problem is trade union work.
We have already pointed to many of the shortcomings of our Parties in
this respect. The trade union problem must be taken up also at this
Congress. We will put the experience of our Parties under the micro-
scope and search carefully for the causes of our defects in this sphere.
If there is a section of our work that stands in need of thorough self-
criticism it is these very sections of our work in the trade union. Our
ideological influence is growing in the trade unions as in other spheres,
but as trade unonists the authority of our comrades is still negligible.
The authority of our comrades as political leaders, as initiators of big
political campaigns, fighters in the revolutionary class front of the
proletariat, as defenders of its great historical interests, is growing.
But their specific authority as trade unionists, is not great enough.
The disproportion between the authority of our comrades as political
leaders and their authority a3 trade unionists is very big and this* is
due to the various shortcomings of our work in the trade unions. I
would like to give a few illustrations. Take France for example: here,
the Communists in the trade union movement have committed a series
of errors. The relations between the Communists and the non-Party
trade union members are not what they should be. The Communists
have got into the habit of commanding, they do not exercise their in-
fluence by persuasion, they do not work systematically enough. Many
other shortcomings can be mentioned. On the other hand there are
trade unionists who do their trade union work “well.” But this trade
union work is almost social democratic work. It almost entirely lacks
the specifically Bolshevik formulation of trade union problems, speci-
fically Communist problems. Such trade unionists may have a very
good reputation among the trade union masses, but their work can-
not he approved of from the Communist viewpoint. Experience in
Germany shows that some comrades have become so accustomed to
social democratic methods of work that they do not carry out Party
instructions; during elections they refuse to publish our Party appeals,
etc. They have submitted to general reformist trade union discipline
in order to become “good” trade union workers. This is another un-
satisfactory side of Communist work in the trade unions. We have
also observed blunders committed by our trade unionist Comrades
during strike movements—a very serious aspect of our trade union
work. In some cases we meet with what is known as khvostism, i. e.
the lack of initiative and inability to play a leading role. In time of
strikes we are carried along by the masses instead of leading them. In
the past period, in France for example, there have been cases where
strikes have taken place without participation.

On the other hand, very often we play with revolutionary phrases
in time of strikes, but do not d"vot? sufficient attention to the solid
pronnration «f campaigns connected with such strikes, we do not
sufficiently take into account the objective situation and ail the pos-
sibilities of the strikes: we are unable to choose the proper moment for
declaring strikes or for calling them off and we are unable to lead them
properly, etc. But all these Qualities of leadership ere abso'utely essen-
tial precisely at the present time, because the situation as far as strike
leadership is concerned, is a very one. Potentially, almost
every strike has the more nr less marked tendency to grow into a big
political event. It is possible to lead strikes under such conditions only
if one has a good knowledge of the situation and is able to take into
account all phases of the movement. Revolutionary enthusiasm is
necessary, of course, but that alone is not enough. A knowledge of the
economic and political conditions of the struggle is essential. Never
have questions of strike struggles been so involved as they are now.
At the bottom of this complex problem lies partly the correlation be-
tweeen the forces of capitalism and the united forces of the working
class. But, comrades, th“ situation is that these specific circumstances
have not yet been realized. For instance, the problem of uniting the
factory committees on the lines of the organization of trusts has as

yet remained unsolved and it is still insufficiently advocated in the
Communist Parties even of the most developed capitalist countries.
Howeer, this propaganda in favor of unification, this centralization of
the struggle, must be our reply to the merging of trustified capital. In
the trade union domain we arc now waging a struggle not so much
against individual employers as against capitalist trusts. The word
trust must be emphasized, it must be accentuated. It is the specific
feature of the situation with which we now have to deal.

THE YOUTH PROBLEM—ONE OF OUR MAJOR TASKS.

Comrades, there are shortcomings that I want to refer to, short-
comings in our mass organizations, although we have made great
progress in this sphere. For example, our Young Communist move-
ment. In this sphere, we have certain considerable achievements to
record, particularly in our anti-militarist struggle and in the various
military campaigns. Take the French youth organization during tho
Morocco war and the work of our Young Communists in the struggle
against the war danger in general. Nevertheless, we have great short-
comings. The number of organized young comrades is either declining
or stationary. There is no doubt that the youth movement suffers
from excessive sectarianism; our Youth International is unable to
penetrate all the organizations where masses of young workers are
to be found and to influence them. Our tactical orientation in the
youth organizations is still distinguished by a Certain narrowness.
These short-comings have lately become even more marked. This is
one of the most dangerous spots in our ’activitji. Some comrades,
realizing that great blunders have been committed, that we suffer
from great defects in thiß respect, seek to remedy it by doses of
medicine, so big that we run the risk of the Young Communist
League s losing their specific political and Communist features. I
think that this is mistake. youth organization must be a Com-
munist organization. Os course, it must not duplicate the Party, but
the general Communist orientation in th» struggle must be the basis
of Young Communist development in the future.

MAXIMUM OF VARIETY AND FLEXIBILITY IN THE
METHODS OF WORK.

What we lack, and what we must acquire, is diversified methods
of work. We must endeavor to bring about a situation in which the
youth organizat'on will react, not only to questions of high politics and
to big political campaigns, but also to political and cultural questions,
to all questions of interest to the youth. Our young comrades must
have their say in all spheres, from sport to tho Chinese revolution;ihey must react organizationally end politically, as the instructions
point out, to carry our influence to all organizations where young work-ers are tc be found. We must abandon sectarianism and restricted
methods of work, the general effect of which is to nullify united front
tactics in the sphere of the youth movement.

Comrades, the youth problem is one of the most vita! problems of
our time. In Western Europe, in America and in other countries, this
problem is an exceedingly grave one for us. The bourgeoisie is waging
a feverish and strenuous struggle for the youth and is waging it with
great skill, much more skilfully than we are waging it. All the big
sport organizations, which some regard as a method of fosteiing bour-
geois culture. are, in general, of very great political significance. The
importance of sport organizations is closely related with the centre 1problems of politics, first and foremost with the question of war.
Through these organizations the imperialist bourgeoisie provide mili-
tary training for the youth in a form which appears innocent and non-
political, but which, if regarded in the light of the general process of
development, and not as an isolated fact—plays a great political role in
these days. The young worker becomes absorbed in and enthusiastic
over football, but imperceptibly he is caught in the web of bourgeois
organization. Various military gymnastic stunts take the place of mili-
tary training, not only from the technical viewpoint, but also from the
viewpoint of polities, from the problem of war. And if we devote our
attention mainly to great political problems without at the same time
trying to penetrate all mass organizations—l do not speak directly of
organizational penetration, I have in mind our influence and our polit-
ical authority—the great masses of the young human material will he
lost to our cause.

IV hy do I say that the youth problem is one of our central prob-
lems? Firstly, because, while we have devoted considerable attention
to the trade union problem, for example, we have paid very little at-
tention lately to the youth movement. What is tho situation in the
youth movement? The youth are now much worse organized than the
adult proletariat. This is at true cf the social democratic youth as of
our youth.

One of the most striking historical paradoxes of the present day
is that the post-war generation, the generation born during the war, is
worse organized than the preceding generation. What does this sig-
nify? I think, partly, this means that large sections of the youth have
either directly or indirectly been neutralized by the bourgeoisie, or that
the youth has become non-political. This, too, is to be explained by the
influence of the imperialist bourgeoisie, because the bourgeoisie is quite
satisfied if it succeeds merely in neutralizing the youth. It does not
require more than that,.

An improvement of our work in the youth organizations is there-
fore absolutely necessary. We must say this definitely and the con-
gress must give corresponding instructions to the Young Communist
International.

MORE ATTENTION TO THE PEASANT PROBLEM.
Further, there is the question of sympathizing organizations. If

it is correct to say that we are approaching catastrophic events, al-
though we cannot tell exactly when they will occur, in what year and
on what day—-it would he absurd to predict dates, wc must understand
that it is precisely because of such perspectives that the question of
auxiliary organizations play a very important role. In the near future
wo shall have to take up the Question of the peasant movement and of
the Farmers' and Peasants’ International and analyze it separately.
The election results in Germany and France have shown that our influ-
ence in the rural districts in those countries has not increased; on the
contrary it has somewhat diminished. This is an important symptom.
Os course, our work among the peasants in many advanced capitalist
countries is not easy, hut it must be borne in mind that it is the masses
of the peasantry that are hurled against us in the struggle and we must
not forget that the bouigeoisie is working feverishly in this domain.
The bourgeoisie does its utmost to win over the masses of peasant*
whereas the Communist Parties have forgotten about their work among
the peasants. In some countries we have allowed opportunities to slip
by—recall the greet peasant movement in Rumania. True, the Com-
munist Party of Rumania was smashed, but no one uttered the warn-
ing that events were approaching in Rumania. Neither the
Comintern as a whole nor the ecxecutive committee foresaw them, nor
did they take timelv measures to meet them. This was a great over-
sight, even if we admit that the situation was a very difficult one and
that we had almost no connection with Rumania. These events oc-

curred without our Party exercising hardly any influence upon them.
Therefore we must draw certain conclusions regarding the peasant
movement in all Balkan countries, not only in Rumania, but also in
Yugoslavia, Bulgaria, etc., and even in Poland.

Wo must devote more attention to the peasant question and from
this viewpoint we must help the Farmers and Peasants International
to become a real live organization. I cannot give you a report on the
activities of thnt organization, but I must say that they are more or
less of a propagandist character, that its work consists chiefly in pub-
lishing various material. Its organizational connections are exceedingly
meagre. The numerical strength of the organization is negligible, al-
though it has certain successes to its record. I think that in this the
Farmers’ and Peasants’ International is not alone to blame; the fault
rests also on the Comintern. We have not appropriated sufficient forces
for that organization, we have not devoted sufficient attention to its
work. This is clearly borne out by the Rumanian events and the elec-
tion results in France and Germany. We must take this que.riion up in
the immediate future and do everything we can to remedy the defects.

I think we are not giving enough support to the Anti-Imperialist
League. Some comrades think that, in general, this league is not worth
maintaining. In reality, experience has shown something quite differ-
ent. Experience has shown that this organization has great potential
powers and chances of development and that we are doing very little
to help to release these potential forces. It is said that the congress
of the league wah a grand parade, a big political demonstration. But
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this was not an accident. This “parade” was a big political demonstra-
tion because the objective need for such a parade existed and the rev-
olutionary forces were really in need of unification. From the view-
ooint of our general strategy, we must say that the more rallying points
here will be along our line cf march in the shape of our sympathizing
orces—be it in Europe, Asia, Africa, or any other continent—the more

prepared will we be for the moment of catastrophic upheavals, the
greater will he the number o* rea'. live organizations in the revolution-
ary camp. Why we should hold a liquidatory viewpoint on this ques-
tion I cannot understand. People sometimes try to throw all blame
upon the objective situation, upon forces and events outside of our
sphere of influence. This is a grave mistake. We are mostly to blame,
because we have given too little aid to that organization.

LINKING UP OF LEGAL WITH ILLEGAL WORK.

T will now touch another question—the problem of linking up
legal with illegal work. Again, if our analysis of the general situa-
tion is correct, then we must immediately commence illegal work, we
must immediately undertake the task of linking up our legal activity
with illegal activity. We have now gathered considerable experience
of illegal work in some countries. We have such experience in Poland,
in the Balkan countries, in Italy, and now in Japan. Finally, we
have a wealth of experiences in China, etc. Some parties have had no

1 such experience. This applies mainly to the west European parties.
But, comrades, the attacks upon us will from now on become more
severe. Our French Party has already had a taste of what it may
expect in the future. There is no doubt that inimediately on the
eve of war and even some time before that, a series of extraordinary
aws will be passed against our Parties. Os this there is no doubt.
This must be foreseen. That is why it is necessary now to lay the
oundation of our underground organizations, particularly in the army

and navy, etc. Otherwise, events will take us by surprise and because
of lack of preparation we will suffer great losses. The question of
illegal organizations, which includes also the question of legal and
illegal connections in the army and navy, is now a very acute one.
You can understand why I cannot go into details, give advice and
instructions here. But this task must be brought to the forefront of
our attention and dealt with thoroughly. We cannot confine ourselves
to generalities. We must work out concrete instructions for our daily
practical work and these instructions must be registered.

If we apply the united front tactics in our trade union work, in
the youth organizations and in our sympathizing organizations proper-
ly we will be able to remove the notorious discrepancy between the
growth of our political influence and its organizational consolidation.

SYMPTOMS OF BUREAUCRACY.

I want to draw attention to another drawback in our Party work.
It seems to me—and I must say this openly—that the symptoms of
bureaucracy have lately increased, not only in our Party, the Commu-

nist Party of the Soviet Union, but in many other Parties. Now and
hen this finds expression in super-centralised leadership, in the total
ack of initiative on the part of local organizations, etc. Os course,

centralism is necessary and so is centralized leadership. Central Com-
mittees must be strong, leading bodies. This is an elementary truth.

! But we find that very often local organizations display no initiative,
that the pulse of political life does not always heat fast enough in our
nuclei, that many campaigns and questions of trade union struggle
play an exceedingly insignificant foie in our nuclei, that minor officials
and rank and file members work on a very small scale and that inner

’ Party life consists in very many cases of the activities of a group of
| officials. This defect is related to other defects. We strongly advo-

cate the reanimation of the rank and file, drawing new people into
i the leadership, attracting new people into the Party. But these new
j people do not fall from the skies as ready made practical workers.

They must receive training in the process of active Party life not only
on the part of officials, but also of the rank and file. Unless we suc-
ceed in eliminating these shortcomings, we shall run short of active
Party workers. Unless we accelerate the pulse of Party life among
the lower ranks of the Party, we shall not be able to provide a reser-
voir from which to draw able Party leaders. In surveying the Party
Congresses and the Congresses of the Communist International, one
is struck by the fact that the percentage of rank and file workers par-
ticipating in them has not increased. Here too a tendency is observed
to delegate Party officials, professional and paid Party officials to
these Congresses exclusively. This tendency is obvious here. Os

I course, the danger must not be exaggerated, but a warning must be
uttered against it. This is only bound up with a whole series of

: highly complicated problems of internal Party- life. We must draw
| attention to the inadequate beat of the pulse of inner Party life par-
| ticularly among the lower ranks of the Party, in the factory nuclei,

etc. This must be placed on record so that the situation may be
improved.

% \

THE NEED FOR IMPROVING THE PARTY CADRES.

A few more words on the cultural and political level of our Par-
ties and our Party cadres—the method of inner Party discussions.
Here again there is a discrepancy between the objective requirements

1 of the mass of the membership and the abilities and qualifications of
| our Prty cadres. It seems to me that we have ignored a whole
j series of theoretical tasks, that our Party cadres are devoting too

little time to studies, that our literature is weak and does not corre-
spond to the present objective requirements; that we do not work out
our problem deeply and intelligently enough—and this reflects itself
in the methods of our discussion. X have already said at a previous Con-
gress, or Plenum, that our inner Party discussions largely consist of
making strong, sweeping statements and that they reveal an insuf-
ficiently serious attitude to the problems under discussion on the parU
of those participating in them. We have learned very well to perform
operations with various kinds of deviations, this we do splendidly, but
as far as a genuine study of the problems is concerned, the presenta-
tion of sound arguments instead of merely slogging away at an op-

ponent—this we have not yet learned sufficiently.
However, every. further step our Party takes along the path of

development demands that we must deepen our political thinking,
and that we must manipulate, maneuvre and react in every situation

{ in a thoughtful manner. This is one of the extremely important
problems that face us. I think we must devote serious attention to

i raising our theoretical level, to improving our press and to the de-
, velopment of studies in our Parties. v

VI. Tendencies in the Communist International.
In regard to the erroneous attitude towards Social Democracy, we

have several striking examples of mistakes made by many Parties, in
Germany, France, Czechoslovakia, etc. These erroneous political ten-
dencies at times assumed the form of erroneous slogans, mainly in
Germany where several comrades issued the slogan: “Control of pro-
duction,” when the necessary revolutionary situation for this did not
exist: objectively, this was nothing but a step towards the Social
Democratic tactics of “economic democracy,” towards adapting our-
selves to the system of “industrial peace.” Therefore, a slogan which
is correct and revolutionary in itself becomes the very opposite if the
necessary revolutionary situation does not exist. In such a case it
ceases to be merely an erroneous political line. This Right danger is
assuming considerable proportions just now, and it is but natural that
after smashing the Trotskyist opposition, we must adopt a very
definite policy against these Right tendencies and small Right opposi-
tional groupings.

Now is the time to criticize our other shortcomings, to examine
them, so to speak, through the microscope. In regard to some Parties
we observe that they cannot cope with the newly arisen situation
and generally fail to see thatAsomething new has occurred. This, for
instance, was the case in France when Poincare came into power.
We have a similar example in Great Britain when the Labor Party
and the General Council of the Trade Union Congress made a complete
turn. We witnessed another example of this in Great Britain when a
new phase 'in the correlation of social forces was ushered in. Neither
did we react with the necessary rapidity in Germany when the so-called
“Burger-Bloc” was formed, etc.

INADEQUATE APPRECIATION OF THE CONCRETE
SITUATION.

Thus, ir. regard to almost everyone of our Parties we must say that
it reacts too late to changes in the situation. Even when the situation
has already changed our Parties fail to react, or react too late: they
issue directive slogans much too late, etc. It seems to me that this
applies also to the Comintern and its executive: the Comintern -Joes not
always react in good time to new' circumstances, new events to a newly
arisen situation. Directive slogans are not always issued at the right
moment, we are not always prepared and ready at the moment when
general fundamental slogans should be issued. It happens sometimes
that in one and the same party twenty diverse slogans are brought
forward; if twenty slogans are issued simultaneously they lose their
significance, the attention of the party is split up in too many direc-
tions. It happens sometimes that the leading party organs are unable
to coordinate these slogans properly: to group secondary slogans
around the most important oner. Th :s is a great defect in our leader-
ship. At times it happens also that slogans, which are in ihemaelves
correct, are put into practice without the necessary zest.

On the one hand we issue too many slogans without having a single
central slogan. On the other hand we sometimes adopt general revolu-
tionary language, forgetting all about the slogans of every day “routine”
work and struggle. The thesis regarding the accentuation of the strug-
gle against social democracy is perfectly correct. The mistake we make
is that we do not directly approach the social democratic workers them-
selves. The more we talk ahou‘ (he errors of the social democratic
party, the more we must try to convince the social democratic work-
ers of the correctness of our own poliay.

We have not yet learned to link up questions of every day work
with our chief aims and tasks. We either talk big about world prob-
lems and do nothing to solve every day questions, or we do not get be-
yond every day questions and forget that it is essential to link them
up with b> political questions: moreover, it, many cases our parties
are unable to make a timelv and correct anpreciation of current events
with all their specific implications. Another defect our parties sufferj from is that they do not grasp it quickly enough, do not give a clear
enough characterization ol it and do not always issue an adequate
slogan depicting the new situation as a whole. lam dwelling on these
defects at length in order that they may he subjected to business-like
criticism. It seems to me. particularly since so long a time hak elapsed
since the last congress, that we must lay stress on these defects and
weaknesses pf ours also in respect to our Oommun st International.
Take the question of organizational defects, the fact that the carrying
out of decisions is not sufficiently controlled. We send out various cir-
culars, open letters and other communications hut we do not ascertain
if all this has heon put into practice., We use up a tremendous amount
of paper for all this, hut our control over the actual carrying out, of our

i decisions is very weak. We have lepeatedly resolved that in regard to
this our executive must be truly intt motional and that individual parties
must send to the Executive Comm tt.se of the Communist International

| I heir best representatives for permanent work. Bu up till now this
: has been merely a pious resolution.

AGAINST FRACTIONAL STRIFE.
I must also lay stress on something else which is perhaps not

directly connected with the present question but which is nevertheless
of considerable importance to the existence of the Communist Parties.
I mean fractional struggle carried on without adequate political reasons
and without adequate political justification. The main reasons for this
are very comnlicafed; they are to a certain ev*"nt. connected w’th his-
torical traditions. In some parties the danger of fractional strife is, in
my opinion, so great that it will be necessary to adopt extraordinary
measures to combat it. Allow me to give you two examples.

Take the situation within the Yugo-Siav Party. Fractional strife
| on e big «celr went or for seven yes-« and did much harm to the party.
I At all our recent international conferences, congresses, plenums etc.,

• I

RIGHT TENDENCY, THE GREATEST DANGER.

Comrades, I will now say a few words about the various tendencies
in the Communist International. Some time ago, the greatest danger

in the Communist International came from the so-called ‘‘ultra lefts,”
who endeavored to set up an international organization. After the de-
feats of the opposition in the Communist Party of the Soviet Union,
these were frustrated, but the very process of disintegration of the
opposition, the culminating point of which was the collapse of the so-
called “Lenin Bund,” leads us inevitably to certain conclusions. We

arrested that Trotskyism is a social democratic tendency. Some com-

rades in their inward mind consider this to be a gross exaggeration.
But the history of the Lenin Bund has shown that the core of the
opposition has migrated to the Social Democrats. Was this a chance
occurrence? Certainly not. We can see distinctly the dialectics of the
relationships between the so-called “ultra-Left” and the Right. At
present the principal danger comes from the Right tendency, if we
take the Communist International as a whole. The period of stabiliza-

tion, which I have analyzed, the survival of parliamentarism, the in-
fluence of Social Democracy, certain specific peculiarities in trade
union activity—are the main elements which keep this danger alive.
This danger assumes various forms in the individual Parties. How did
it manifest itself? Fii-stly by aspiration to legality at any price, by

the Parties’ fear to exceed the limits of bourgeois legality, even in

cases when it was necessary to go beyond such limits; by excessive
submission to bourgeois laws. This Right tendency manifested itself
also in ignoring the necessity for accentuating the class struggle, for
instance, during strikes; necessary strikes were not carried out. This
tendency manifested itself also in the adoption of a wrong policy
towards Social Democracy and in an insufficient accentuation of the
struggle against “Left”Social Democratic leaders. It manifested itself
also in the inadequate internationalism of the Parties. We notice that
on the whole even Parties with a correct orientation do not always

perform their international duties, as was the case in regard to the
Chinese revolution. This certainly is a definitely Right tendency. The
same tendency is observed also in the trade union activity, where gen-

eral trade union discipline is frequently considered more important
than our Party discipline, as well as in various other forms with which
I will deal presently.

LEFT TENDENCIES.
Failure to understand what relations should- be between the Party

and the trade unions, results in that the Party sometimes rules over
the masses in its capacity of Communist vanguard without endeavoring
to convince these masses and without carrying on systematic work.
There is also a general tendency to abandon the tactic of the United
Front.

J
Following on a period of gross right-wing errors, left tendencies

are also noticeable in China. There they take the form of putschist
moods and tactics. . But on the whole deviations from the correct line

’ are. at present more to the Right than to the Left. Take France, for
example. In our French Party strong parliamentary traditions in the
bad sense of this term are still to be observed. These manifested
themselves at the recent elections when a tendency to sabotage our
tactical measures was very marked. This, of course, is due to the
somewhat exaggerated orientation towards parliamentarism, with some
opportunistic deviations from the correct political path. In the French

Party these tendencies originate in deeply rooted historical traditions,
and it goes without saying. that our French brother Tarty must con-

tinue systematically to combat this phenomenon and must endeavor
first of all to persuade its own members that these methods are now

obsolete. This is not a matter of combating individuals. Rather is it
a matter of attacking the strong and time honored traditions of public
life in France, the practice of the Socialist Party, a considerable sec- j
tion of which formed the Communist Partj. These tendencies were j
observed also in the French Party when the question of so-called
repressions came up for discussion, when a number of French comrades,
and the whole Party made mistakes, which they subsequently remedied.

We also notice such errors in our Czecho-Slovak brother Party.

Our Party in Czechoslovakia is a real mass Party but it is seriously

afflicted with the “legality" disease. The Czech Party sometimes cannot |
make up its mind to go to. the masses to organize protests against

anti-Communist laws. If we continually make concessions to the gov- j
ernment and do not exert sufficient effort to mobilize the masses for
struggle against legislation and government regulations directed
against Communists, we will never besable to pave the way for the j
preparation of mass actions on a larger scale, which infringe the con-

ception of bourgeois legality. Some comrades have not the ghost of

a notion as to how everts will develop. argue somewhat like
' this: We will work within legal limits up to such and such a day, for

instance, up to the outbreak of war, and then we will change our

tactics. But comrades, we must make preparations beforehand. Mass
actions must be regarded as one of the best means in our struggle.
Our tactics must be: to mobilize the masses, to become masters of the
streets, to attack again and again the law nnd order of the bourgeois
State and to smash it, to capture the street by revolutionary means,
in the strict sense of the word and then to go further. Only on the basis
of a whole series of such events and on the basis of the development
of these events —mass actions, etc., only through such a process can
we prepare ourselves for fiercer and more ntubborn mass struggles on
a larger scale.

Then again in regard to the strike movement and the inadequate
leadership of this movement. There have been cases when certain
Party organizations did not even know that a strike was brewing in !
a particular factory. We had several cases like this in Franca. I

"
*

there was a consensus of opinion that political differences are gradually
subsiding. In spite of solemn declarations made that henceforth frac-
tional strife will be brought to a stop, this strife continued, and waxed
fiercer and fiercer. The party suffered serious damage not so much
as a result of police terrorism as because of internal fractional strife.
Reorganization is taking place now on the basis of a complete regroup-
ing within the party itself; a new rank and file and new leders have
been created. It was a miracle that the party was saved even by these
means. I think we must ponder very deeply over this matter and draw
our lesson from it. The crisis within the Yugo-Slav Party which lasted
so long has been more or less overcome by means of the extraordinary
measures I have already mentioned.

We are now confronted by another danger which is threatening
a very big party, namely.«the Po'ish Communist Parts. Up to now I
have not spoken about individual parties, I merely summed up the vari-
ous shortcomings of our parties and mentioned some of them as ex-
amples. But I consider it my duty to deal separately with the Polish
question. In the present situation our Polish Party occupies a very
responsible post. Everyone realises what an important role our brother
party in Poland is destined tc play in the event of war. The party will
become one of the principal forces at the disposal of the Communist
International. At the time of the Pilsudski coup d’etat the Polish Party
committed a gross and dangerous opportunist error. This error was
committed by the leaders of oil tendencies without exception. Respon-
sibility*for this fundamental opportunist error cannot by any means be
placed on the shoulders of any one group, as v/p, the Comintern, have
already declared. At the last Congress of the Communist Party of
Poland, which lasted over three months—because on every question and
in regard to even' incident, differences and disputes arose between the
two fractions—the representatives of the Comintern were unanimous in
declar'ng that political differences within the Polish Party have bqpn
practically reduced to nought. And yet after this congress, the only
thing that prevented the disruption of the Polish Party was the ex-

| treniely strong pressure brought to bear upon it by the executive and
'he whole Comintern. Had we not intervened there would have been
two parties in the Polish Communist movement, notwithstanding that
political differences—l say this with a full sense of responsibility—-
were reduced to a minimum. We must consider that this has been goirg
on recently, in an atmosphere in which the Pilsudski ites are openly
preparing for war; at a time when it is clear to everyone that the in-
sults hurled a* Seim, etc., are not merely the coarse antics of a man
who has taken leave of his senses, but a definite Caesarist policy di-
rected first and foremost against the Soviet Union—and I must say
that this Caesarist policy is an extremely clever and agile one. Pil-
sudski-ism has really succeeded in splitting several oppositional parties,
it has succeeded in splitting our Ukrainian Party, the opposition in the
White Russian Hromada, etc. Finally, in international politics, Pilsud-
ski-ism has carried out successfully a very cunning policy. (A voice

from the audience: “It succeeded in innoculating the working class with
its policy.”) Yes, it succeeded in penetrating into the working class.
In fact, it was not our party alone that achieved victories in Poland, a
considerable number of Warsaw workers voted for Pilsudski. Our party
achieved considerable success in the situation which has arisen; a
positively brilliant success. But from the last report received the day
before yesterday we learn that there are now two committees in the
Warsaw organizations. I do not think that this is a matter that the
Communist Party, or the Communist International can be proud of
(applause). Comrades, I think—although I did not draw up the draft
theses- that the Congress will be unanimous in empowering the Ex-
ecutive Committee to adopt measures that will secure unity. (Loud ap-

| plause.) It will be far better to have a united party headed ny ordinary

1 workers who, in the event of war. will fight boldly as soldiers of the
revolution, than to have an organization of leaders who are continually

j quarreling and who at the moment of extreme danger will ruin our

I party. (Applause.)

VII. Favorable Perspective.
FORWARD: TO THE STRUGGLE AND TO VICTORY!

Comrades, I have not dwelt so much on our shortcomings because
I consider the general situation and the general premises for our ac-
tivity unsatisfactory or unfavorable. On the contrary. The big poli-

tical questions, such as the war danger and the situation arising from
the ever-growing contradictions in capitalist stabilization, provide us
with increasingly favorable ground for our work among the whole
working class. That ours is the predominating influence in colonial
countries is an indisputable fact, particularly so in China; we are on
the eve of it becoming an indisputable fact also in India; our influ-
ence is also predominating, beyond dispute, among the working class
of wegt European countries, where we confront them with important
questions like the war danger. Therefore, having regard to the ac-
centuation of general contradictions, the accentuation of the inherent
contradictions of capitalism and the accentuation of the class struggle,
i. e., having regard to the conditions as they exist objectively at
present everywhere, the ground and the prospects of our work and
our success can be said to be favorable. There is not the slightest

ground for saying that technical progress, the partial consolidation
of the capitalist organism, the process of Capitalist stabilization will
break us as the social democrats have prophesised. On the contrary,
the more acute these contradictions which are the inevitable concom-
mitant of the present situation become, the wider and the more solid
becomes the ground under our feet. When we have learned —and we
will of course finally do so—to link up our every day work with
important political questions, we will succeed in winning over the
broad masses of the working class in the west European countries,
we will bring under our influence the labor movement in the big capi-
talist states and we will be able to link them up with the truly power-
ful and great historical movement of the oppressed peoples. And when
the hour, wheir imperialism will raise its standard of war, approaches,
our Communist International, all our Parties, the great phalanx of
the world’s workers will be ready to take up the challenge. They
will hurl forth the battle-cry of civil war, of a fight to a finish against
imperialism. And this battle-cry will be the cry of the Communist
International! (Loud and prolonged applause. The delegates rise to
their feet and sing the “Internationale.”)

Judgment Day Arrives in Dedham, Mass.
By EUGENE LYONS.

(From First Anniversary Mem-
orial Edition of “The Life and
Death of Sacco and Vanzetti.
International Publishers, New
York).

• * •

CACCO and Vanzetti were brought
into the neatly swept court room

at Dedham on April 9, 1927, to hear

fhemselves sentenced to die in the
eleetric chair. The scene was fully
illumined; the press of the entire
world was represented, millions who

felt deeply about the ease watched
with bated breath. The sentencing
was merely a formality, yet it
seemed that something might hap-
pen.. ..

And something did happen. Van-
zetti made a speech to the court.

For the great epic of the class
struggle there is a prologue ready-
made: Bartolomeo Vanzetti and
Judge Webster Thayer facing each
other in the illumined court room of
Dedham.

* » *

Judge Thayer on the rostrum of
authority, a narrow figure mum-
bling dead words. Words as cold
and precise as corpses. Words dis-
interred from the morgues of sta-
tute and precedent. Words that
evoke a musty ingrown past.

And Vanzetti in the prisoner’s
cage. Alive, far-seeing, reaching
out for words to express a new vi-
sion, groping for electric words to
light up new vistas. Finding words
that touch off the imagination and
explode the walls of the narrow
court room.

Behind Thayer, the dead accumu-
lation of precedent and wealth and
privilege, guarded by bayonets. A
narrow world that is organized,
rigid and unfeeling. Behind Van-
zetti, the multitudes, as yet unor-
ganized: the amorphous multitudes,
surging forward and retreating and
surging further forward, their live
bodies and their live hopes against
the dead past and its bayonets.

Thayer barricaded by statute

books and surrounded by bayonets
is yet a weak, shrinking, figure,
frightened by his own black cowl,
by the sinister memories of witch-
hangings, by the sting of light on
eyes accustomed to shadow. He
rises to pronounce the dead formula
of death.

“The jury did it,” he mumbles,
“the jury, not I. The jury and the

law and the court—not I. 1 am

just a small sick man about to die.”
* * •

And Vanzetti standing, it seems

alone, but erect and unafraid,
speaking with the voice of a mil-
lion. He, too, pronounces a death
verdict. It is directed against the
decaying past; not merely against

the lonely frightened figure on the
lostrum of authority. He speaks
for the weak, the despised, the in-
timidated. Vanzetti does not ex-
plain nor apologize. He condemns i
with words of fire and challenges;
with the resonance of a million
throats.

Thayer—old, worn, dyspeptic,
bitter —has come to judge the men

in the prisoner’s cage. But he
shrinks from their words and their
gaze. The skeleton clatter of his
formula is lost in the echoes of
Vanzetti’s verdict. For it is Van-
zetti—calm, eloquent in the aware-

“I Know the Sentence Will Be Between the
Oppressed and Rich Class” —Vanzetti

ness of multitudes speaking thru!
his voice—who does the judging.

* * *

"Nicola Sacco,” the clerk asked,
“have you anything to say why sen-
tence of death should not be passed

| upon yoju?”

Sacco replied that his friend Van-
zetti would speak for both.

Nevertheless his feelings got the
j better of him, and he exclaimed:

“I never knew, never heard, even
1 read in history anything so cruel as
i this court. After seven years’
prosecuting they still consider us
guilty.

“I know the sentence will be be-
tween two classes, the oppressed
class and the rich class, and there
will be always collision between one
and the other. We fraternize the
people with the hooks, with the lit-
erature. You persecute the people,
tyrannize them and kill them. We
try the education of people always.
You try to put a path between us
and some other nationality that
hates each other. That is why I am
here today on this bench, for hav-
ing been of the oppressed class.
Well, you are the oppressor.

“You know it, Judge Thayer—-
you know all my life, you know why
I have been here, and after seven
years that you have been persecut-
ing me and my poor wife, and you
still today sentence us to death. I
would like to tell all my life, hut
what is the use?”

“Bartolomeo Vanzetti,” the clerk
repeated, “have you anything to
say why sentence of death should
not be passed upon you?”

"Yek,” Vanzetti replied.
He talked quietly, with a gentle

smile, as one talks to children. He
paused to find a word in the tongue
foreign to him—but the simple
homely sentiments which are not in
law books came without pauses,
from somewhere deep within him.

* * *

“What I say,” Vanzetti began, “is
I that I am innocent, not only of the
Braintree crime, but also of the
Bridgewater crime. That I am not
only innocent of these two crimes,
hut in ail my life I have never
stolen and I have never killed and I
have never spilled blood. That is
what I want to say. And it is not:
all. Not only am I innocent of
these two crimes, not only in all my

j life I have never stolen, never killed,
: never spilled blood, but I have
struggled all my life, since I began
to reason, to eliminate crime from
the earth.

* * •

"Everybody that knows these two

I arms knows very well that I did not
need to go into the streets and kill
a man or try to take money. I can

1 live by my two hands and live well.
: But besides that, I can live • oven
without work with my hands for |
other people. I have had plenty of
chance to live independently end to

I live what the world conceives to he

ja higher life than to gain our broad
i with the sweat of our brow.

“My father in Italy is in a good
condition. I could have come hack
in Italy a-'d he would have wel-

| corned me e .'try time with open

arms. Even if I come back there
with not a cent in my pocket, my j
father could have given me a posi-
tion, not to work but to make busi-
ness, or to oversee upon the land
that he owns.

“...Well, I want to reach a little:
point farther, and it is this, that
not only have I not been trying to
steal in Bridgewater, not only have
I not been in Braintree to steal and
kill and have never stolen or killed
or spilt blood in all my life, not
only have I struggled hard against
crimes, but I have refused myself
of what are considered the commo-
dity and glories of life, the prides
of a life of a good position, because
in my consideration it is not right
to exploit man. I have refused to
go in business because I understand
that business is a speculation on
profit upon certain people that must
depend upon the business man, and
I do not consider that that is right J
and therefore I refuse to do that.

* * *

“Now, I should say that I am not
only innocent of all these things,
not only have I never committed a
real crime in my life—though some
sins but not crimes—-not only have
I struggled all my life to eliminate |
crimes, the crimes that the officiali
law and the moral law Condemns,
hut also the crime that the moral
law and the official law sanction
and sanctify—the exploitation
the oppression of the man by the
man, and if there is a reason why
I am here as a guilty man, if there
is a reason why you in a few min-
utes can doom me, it is this rea-
son and none else.

“There is the best man I ever
cast my eyes upon since I lived, a
man that will last and will grow;
always more near to and more dear
to the heart of the people, so long j
as admiration for goodness, for vir-
tues, and for sacrifice will last. I
mean Eugene Victor Debs. He has
said that not even a dog that kills
chickens would have found an
American jury disposed to convict
it with the proof that the common-
wealth has produced against us.

* V *

“...He knew, and not only he
knew, but every man of understand- f
ing in the world, not only in this j
country but also in other countries,
men to whom we have provided a
certain amount of the records of the
case at times, they all know and
still stick with us, the flower of
mankind of Europe, the better writ-
ers, the greatest thinkers of Eur-
ope, have pleaded in our favor. The
greatest scientists, the greatest

statesmen of Europe have pleaded
in our favor.

“Is it possible that only a few,!
a handful of men of the jury, only
two or three other men, who would
shame their mother for worldly
honor and for earthly fortune; is It
possible that they are right against
the world ? For tho whole world
has said that it is wrong and I
know that it is wrong. If there is
one that should know It, if It is
right or if It is wrong, it u I and
this man. You S'O, It la erven years
that we are in jail. What we have t,

suffered during these years no hu-
man tongue can say, and yet you

see me before you, not trembling,
you see me looking you in your eyes
straight, not blushing, not changing
color, not ashamed or in fear.

“... We have proved that there
jcould not have been another judge

; on the face of the earth more pre-

i judiced, more cruel and more hos-
tile than you have been against us.
We have proven that. Still they
refuse the new trial. We know,
and you know in your heart, that
you have been against us from the
very beginning, before you see us.
Before you see us you already know
that we were radicals, that we were
underdogs, that we were the enemy
of the institutions that you can be-
lieve in good faith in their good-
ness—l don’t want to discuss that—-
and that it was easy at the time of
the first trial to get a verdict of
guilty.

? * *

“We know that you have spoken
yourself, and have spoke your hos-
tility against us, and your despise-
ment against us with friends of
yours on the train, at the Univer-
sity Club of Boston, at the Golf
Club of Worcester. I am sure that
if the people who know all what y<>§
say against us have the civil cour-
age to take the stand, maybe Your
Honor—l am sorry to say this be-
cause you are an old man, and I
have an old father—but maybe you
would be beside us in good justice
at this time.

* * •

“...We were tried during a time
whose character has now passed in-
to history. I mean by that, a time
when there was a hysteria of re-
sentment and hate against the peo-
ple of our principles, against the
foreigners, against slackers, and it
seems to me—rather, I am positive
of it, that both you and Mr. Katz-
mann have dqne all what it wer«
in your power in order to work out,
in order to agitate still more the
passion of the juror, the prejudice
of the juror, against us.

“...We believe more now than
ever that war is wrong, and we are
against war more now than ever,
and I am glad to be on the doomed
scaffold if I can say to mankind,
‘Look out; you are in a catacomb
of the flower of mankind. For
what? All that they say to you,
all that they have promised to you
—it was a lie, it was an illusion, it
was a cheat, it was a fraud, it was
a crime. They promised you lib-
erty. W’here is liberty? They
promised you prosperity. Where is
prosperity? They have promised
you elevation. Where Is the eleva-
tion ?

• • *

"From the day that I went In
Charlestown, the mlsfortunate, the
population of Charlestown, has
doubled In number. Where ia the
moral good that (he war has given
lo the world? Whore Is the splr.
Kunl progress that we have achieved
from the war? Where ore the ee-
curlty of life, tho security of tho
thtngs that we ponaeea for our nee.
esslty? Where la the respect for
human life? Where ore the re.
rpeel and the admiration for the
good characteristics and the good of
the human nature? Never before

v Coontinued on Ittge Sin,
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France, England, Italy Concentrate Armies as Diplomats Go to Sign Kellogg Pact
SECRET TROOP
MOVES FEATURE
“PEACE" PLANS

Britain, France Hold
Joint Maneuvers

By United Pres*.
PARIS, Aug. 21. —With the sign-

ing of the Kellogg anti rwar treaty
less than a wek away, the armed
forces of England, Prance and Italy
r.ra mssed in their respective coun-
tries, preparing against possible
war.

Annual maneuvers are being held
by all three countries.

In England, artillery, cavalry, i
tanks, armored cars and airplanes
began their maneuvers on Salisbury i
Plain today, coinciding with “navy 1
week,” during which the people are
permitted to inspect navy ships at i
ihe various ports. Last week, Lon- .
don was “bombed” unmercifully in !
sham airplane maneuvers.

French troops are maneuvering
with great secrecy this week in the
mountains and valleys of that coun-
try, while joint Franeo-Brftish
maneuvers were decided on for the ,
Rhineland, despite protests from ;
Germany.

Italy also is having expensive i
troop maneuvers.

Meanwhile, preparations went for-
ward here for a great gathering of j
diplomats to attend the formal sign- |
ing next Monday of the Kellogg!
treaty, a movement to end wars of j
aggression or conquest.

Secretary KeJlovg is due on the j
lie De France in a few days. He .
will stop at the home of Myron T. j
Herrick, Lrnited States ambassador
to France, Herrick announced today. j

Kellogg sent a wireless today
saying las was enjoying the trip
and in perfect health.

The American embassy announced i
today that Kellogg would repay the
visit of President William T. Cos- j
grave of he Irish Free State be-
fore b. returns home. Kellogg
probable will leave Havre on the
cruiser Detroit on August 29. land- j
ing at Queenstown, Ireland.

SGVtET MONGOLS
ISSUE denial!

Charsre Japanese Move,'
to Gain Manchuria ;

ULAN BATOR, Mongolia, Aug.
21. —ln a statement issued today the;
Mongol Soviet Republic emphatic-,
ally denied that it had instigated the!
revolt 'n inner Mongolia against the j
Manchurian goemment denouncing .
thes reports r. s propaganda and-;
provocation by the Japanese with a
view to gaming a free hand in Man-!
churls Th goemment resents the '
publication of these reports in the
Japan sr> and Fnelish press. The
statement says in part:

“Late the foreign press and the ,
naio ha-re announced a people’s in-
surrection in and about Bftrga. The j(
J. panose press particularly spreads
news of this rebellion and in addition
reojfri.' that Mongolian troops are,
participating. '

“The Mongolian Government cm- i
phaticp.iiy denies its participation or
the participation of ita army in any
rebellion. Itrequests citizens of the,.
republic adequately to controvert
there provocative rumors.”

TO RALLY FOB
SfISOO-VANZETTI
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jamin Gitlow. Communist candidate
for vice-president as th
speakers.

Philadelphia, Labor Institute, Rth
and Locust., August 24, with Max
ShuMitman. editor of the Labor De-
fender, Herbert Benjamin, Workers:
Party organizer, and an Italian
speaker.

San Francisco. August 22, Mu- !
sicians’ Union Hall, with Emanuel
Levin, William Sohreiderman, Ed-
gar Owens, and Charlotte Anita,

Whitney as chairn ».n
Pittsburgh, Cameraphone The-

atre, 0202 Penn Ave., August 26,
kwith Jack Stiehel. organization
R-.ecretary of the Workers Party,
IMagliacano in Italian and other
Lpeakors.

Detroit, Woodward and Alfred
Sts., August 22, a demonstration
with William Reynolds, Alfred E.
Goetz. John Schmces and others.

Haverhill, Mass., Lbierty Club
Hall, 244 Liberty St., August 22,
with H. Sidney Bloomfield.

Omaha. Jefferson Park, August
22, with 'amesLace yand others. ;

Newark, Military Park, August i
22, with Philip Frankfeld .

Milwaukee, Harmony Hall, Ist
Ave., and Mineral Street, August
26, with English and Italian speak-
ers.

Poughkeepsie, Fall Kill Hall,
Main and Washington, August 22,
with Walt Carmon, business man-
ager of the Labor Defender and
Nicola Napoli, editor of II Lavora-

The Speed-up at Its Worst: Assembling

Scene in the radiator department at the Hyland Park Plant of
j the Ford Motor Car Company.

AUTOMOBILE-NEW GIANT
Special Forms of Exploiting Workers

JUGOSLAV NOTE
WILL STIR UP

MORE ANGER
Dalmatian Workers in

Rage at Pact
• .

ZAGREB, Yugoslavia, Aug. 21.
The note of the Belgrade govern-
ment to the Italian government
promising it’ the full satisfaction

. tor the recent anti-Italian incidents
in Sebenieo and Spalato, is expected
to lead to further demonstrations
against the Nettuno pact and the
Belgrade regime in Dalmatia and

! Croatia.
The note was sent as an apology

for the demonstrations of workers,
peasants and students in Spalato
and Sebenieo when Jugoslav work-
ers were discharged from Italian

| factories to make way for imported
Italians, as provided for in the Net-
tuno pact.

The demonstrations grew to seri-
ous proportions iu Sebenieo, where
windows of Italian shops were re-
ported smashed,, an attempt was
made to storm the Italian consul-

: ate and Italian . sailors, who at-
tempted to break the demonstration,

jwere attacked. *

* *

All-Opposition Coalition.
BELGRADE. Jugoslavia, Aug. 21.

—The formation of an all-national-
ity opposition coalition is indicated

! by latest reports from Zagreb, where
the Croation peasant party and
democratic party leaders have al-
ready formed a coalition.

Dissident members bf the Bel-
grade parliament, notably the few
remaining Croatian representatives,
some deputies of the Serbian pea-
sant party and of the German min-
ority are expected to join the Groats
end Dalmatian parties against the
Be’grade regime. Ivo Milieh, the
Croatian member of the government

“radical” party, has already given
up his membership ar.d joiped the
Croatiap peasant party.

n day. Then you are replaced by
a man starting for $5 a day or by a
student at 35 certs an hour.”

In the brake-shoe department, B
: building, Fordson, as throughout the
{whole plant, it is reported by many

i woikers that boys getting around 35 j
, -ents an hour are being hired. The
company feeds them a lot of taffy
and calls them “students.” They

j are expected to turn out as much
j production as the higher paid man
next to them. They are promised

i a raise if they make good. The
i bosses “forget” about it. The one
(hing they never forget is “step on
it”—more production, speed-up, raise
the standard of efficiency. These j
boys are being used to heat down
the wages of the men.

Systematic Terror.
This story of a superintendent,

printed in the “Auto * Workers
News,” June, 1928, will give the
reader an idea of tho systematic
terror which is used by the vari. .- .

! companies to speed up production

i and to transform the worker into j
a real slave:

In one of the biggest departments ¦
of the ,R : ver Rcuge plant, produc- j

! tion wa i-unning smoothly. In fact, ]
more production was being turned
out by this particular superintendent
than by any of the others. Never-!
theless an efficiency expert one day j
walked over to him and told him to I
fire fifteen men. “Which fifteen!
men 7 ” asked the head of the de-!

jpartment. “Oh, any fifteen will
j do.” “And the reason ? ” asked the |

j superintendent. ‘ You don’t have to \
! give any reason ” was the reply. I
| “Well, even if I don’t give the men |
| a reason, 1 warn to know why just |
| the same,” insisted the speaker.

“Very well, then, I’ll tell you,” j
said the < iciency expert. “You
are too friendly with the men. We

; have noticed that when you go
; through the department no one is
afraid of you. No one is more on
the alert, more uneasy and trying

; to work harder than before. It is
: different in the other departments, j
Any one can tell when the superin- j
tendents are passing through. The

I men are all uneasy and trying to .
goad them selves, to the maximum !
effort. All the men think the heads I
of their departments are son |

! S "

“Are you not satisfied with the
: production record here?” asked the ;

superintendent. “That part is quite i
O. K.,” was the reply.

Unusual Foreman.
The superintendent then stated, i

J “Henry Ford may be able to make
what he wants out of other men, but
he is not going to make a son

out of me. I quit.”
Something like the above story

1 could be told about executives in the
Fisher Body, Pontiac plant, and in
other plants of the automobile in-
dustry. It illustrates the labor pol-
icy of this industry. Manufacturers
don’t want leaders, they want slave-
drivers. They don’t want workers
to have any spirit of independence
and self-respect, they want obedient,
docile slaves.

The process of acceleration of
production, of speed-up never stops.
Here are a few examples. A Dodge
worker writes that the Duco
work we now spray the Victory Six
with two coats instead of one, and
at the same priep.” A Packard man
writes, “In the body division we
used to do six jobs a day. Now we

jdo eight, and 20 per cent, of the

Trans-Continental Flight Rec ord Lowered by Eight Hours
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The map shows the route taken by Art Goebel, whose recent flight from Los Angeles to New York
City has cut eight hours and fifty-eight minutes from the previous trans-Continental record. The dotted
line is the route taken by the army fliers, lieutenants Oakley, Kelly and James Macready. The develop-
ment of aviation is being sponsored by the government in preparation for the coming imperialist war.

BRITISH, U. S.
RUBBER RIVALS

AGREE TO MEET
Hug-e Boost Planned in

Prices
AMSTERDAM, Holland, Aug. 21

(UP). —The Dutch rubber commit-
tee announced today that British
producers are ready to co-operate in
a proposed conference with Ameri-
can manufacturers to stabilize the
industry.

In a circular to producers, the
committee said the British were not
willing to send delegates to the
United States, however, and added
that negotiations writh Belgian and
French producers had resulted in no

agreement.
The circular added that in re-

sponse to a request for mediation,
the Dutch minister at Washington
replied that although the American
consumers would not take the re-
sponsibility for inviting the Dutch,
they are ready to deliberate if the
latter formulate definite proposals.

Wm SATISFIED
WITH NICARAGUA
MANAGUA, Aug. 21.—General

Frank McCoy, American supervisor
of the elections in Nicaragua this
fall, has returned from a twelve-
day tour of the country and reports
himself satisfied with the progress
of the American occupation through-
out the country.

He said further that the Nicara-
guan national guard, officered by
American marines, was replacing
the police in many towns and was
doing “effective work.”

with my lawyer, Mr. Thompson?”
Thompson: “I do not know what

he has to say.”
Thayer: “I think I should pro-

nounce the sentence- Bartolomeo
Vanzetti, suffer the punishment of
death...”

Sacco (interrupting): "You know
lam innocent. Those are-the same
words I pronounced seven years
ago. You condemn two innocent
men.”

Thayer: “...by the passage of a
current of electricity thru your
body within the week beginning on
Sunday, the tenth day of July, in
the year of our Lord, one thousand
nine hundred and twenty-seven.
This is the sentence of the law.”

HIT TREACHERY
OF REFORMISTS
Continued from Page One

welcoming the attitude of the Com-
munist International was unani-
mously adopted. It was decided to
hold the next congress of the League
in Paris at the end of July, 1929.

At the Sunday session General
Denyanda, Madame Drevet, and the
representative of the Communist

. Party, Tchaukai spoke. Saklavala
analyzed the situation in India,
Drevet on Indo-China, Mohammed
Hatta on Indo-Asia.

On the motion of the British dele-
gation a against the
second international’s decision re-
garding India was adopted. In his
closing speech Maxton, of the Inde-
pendent Labor Party, svereiy at-
tacked the second international’s de-
cision against participation in the
Anti-Imperialist League.

FOR SERVICES RENDERED
CHICAGO, Aug. 21 (UP).—

; George E. Brer.nan, democratic
leader, who died .August 8. left an
estate valued at $300,006 to his wife

; and daughter, Mary, relatives said
today, when his will was filed for

! probate.

| men have been laid off. And in the
hood painting department of the
same plant they used to turn out 16
jobs a day. Now 38 are required.
And of course several men were
fired.”

Race-Track Speed.

At the Ford plants, most famous
for their race-track speed, the sold-
ering department has increased pro-
duction from 35 to 80 pieces per

! hour in one year. At one of the
Fisher Body plants where they used
to make 150 to 160 bodies a day,

I they now finish from 235 to 240
with the same number of men on
the job. At the Hudson plant they
more than doubled the output for

' the same number of men in one
year, at the same time reducing the
wage an average of 10 cents an
hour. (Auto Workers News, June,
1928.)

A worker from Briggs writes:
; “We’re still speeding up plenty

, these days, on a piece work basis
| Just as soon as we increase our ef-

jficiency, we’re due for a cut in
I prices. Men still start at the aver-
age wage of 45 cents per hour, and
women at 35 cents per hour.

On a certain operation a man has !
to handle 4,600 doors to make SB,!
and on another operation 12,000
pieces of metalstripe must be Jsut
through the rolls to earn the same
amount of money. There is every-
thing here to make a worker feel
that he is in prison: hard labor,
slave-drivers and hard-boiled guards.

Set W’omen Against Men.
Another way used to cut wages is

¦by replacing men with women. In
the core-making department of
I‘lant No. 20, men working for $5-

JUDGMENT DAY COMES
TO DEDHAM, MASS.

By BEN LIFSCHITZ
(This is the fifth in the series of

articles on “Automobile—Symbol of
Modern Slavery.” The preceding
articles have covered the scope of
the industry, the giant mergers, the
driving force® to imperialist war and
the competition betwen Ford and
the General Motors.)

* * *

The automobile industry can truly
| be designated as the real “Ameri-
! can” industry. It marks tbs high-
! es “ point of American capitalism in

j technical development, mass pro-
| (faction, concentration of industry,
i sales methods and financing.

The automobile industry is indeed
the pride 1 f American capitalism.

; At the hearing of the bar associa-
; t ’on - held in New York, James A.

1 Emery, general counsel of the Na-
I tional Manufacturers Association,¦pointed to the automobile industry
| as an example to prove the sound-
ness of the American plan of pro-
duction, the Open Shop.

“The cost of production is reduced
to the minimum and the wages of

j the workers have been at e.ompara

I tively high levels.” It is working
out so well for the capitalists tliat
the manufacturers of the leading
European countries: England, Ger-

; many and France, are sending over
their technicians and efficiency men
to study the American plan of pro-
duction and exploitation. It has
also appealed very much to the labor
leaders of England and Germany,
who have sent over their represen-
millenium,” where the accepted slo-
miienium,” where the accepted slo-
gan is “the higher the production,
the higher the wage.”

Greatest Exploitation.
! A careful study of conditions,

, however, will convince any observer
i that nowhere is the exploitation of
the worker so sham as in the auto-
mobile industry, notwithstanding the i
fact that thr average production for
the individual worker is so high.”

The economists term this acute
form of exploitation as “various
forms of wage payments”—but the
workers in the automobile industry
know from bitter experience that ail
these various forms of wage pay- j
ments r, ’ introduced to squeeze ou’t
every atom of energy i- order to !
produi more and more work for j
the same money and most of the
time for less.

Speed-up is manifested in vari- i
ous ways: Piece-work is one of the ;
systems evolved by the employing
class to increase production by giv-
ing the workers a certain price per
piece. The more pieces they turn j
out, the more they get up to a cm-- j
tain point. Under this system many j
bosses may be dispensed with ;
Time-study men are employed to
walk around with a stop-watch and
observe different operations. When
they think that a worker is making j
his mr>r. y top easily, or getting too j
much for the operation, his piece-
work Is cut down and the worker '
must work all the harder to catch j
up”

Then the conveyer line may ho
.-crewed up a little faster. The j
steam may even he turned low in
winter to keep the workers a hit
chilly and, hence, more in the mood ;
to move fasterat the machine. Rais- j
ing the task of the individual worker
or the group is the most common i
speed-up system.

The Whip—Fear.
The lay-off method, or the mere

rumor of lay-offs, may be used to i
put fear In the hearts and hands.
Under the stimulus, they give closer
attention to the belt. ”he workers’ j
names ana production records may i
he put on a black-board and com- !
petition encouraged. The gang*or!
group piece-work system mny be !
used.

This makes the workers boss each
other. Each realizes that the
harder he pushes the other fellow
the more the return to each other
under the gang payment system.

The department percentage
scheme Is practiced in the Hudsr n
Motor Car Company, where the
company guarantees 200 per cent < f
the day rate, provided the work is

jdone in a given time. However, the
workers are ignorant as to the rates.

, This company practices schemes of
i reduction of forces, expecting the
| smaller group of workers to pro-
duce the same amount of work.

'The “Buick Worker” tells how the
gang system works in plant No. 66.
When a new man comes in, instead
of the company paving him day-rate
while he breaks ir on the job, the
workers (the gang) have to pay him
out of their own small wages.

At the Chevrolet plant in FHnt,
Mich., they hire in some depart-
ments at a flat, rate of 42 cents nn
hour, promising a bonus which will
run them up to 66-70 cents in three

Ford Conveyor System

Above are two views of the
conveyor system bringing parts !
and materials to the workers who
stand still at their task.

| months. They increase the bonus
| in the first few days and then fire

j them out before they reach the high
bonus.

Group Piece-Work,
j In the Fisher Body plants the

I K’-’oup piece-work system is now de-
| v doped into a still further form of
exploitation, best illustrated by one
oi the Fisher Body shops in Cleve-
land. Hero + hey hire the workers
at a basic day rate, fluctuating be-
tween 55 and 70 cents an hour. The
company has designated for itself
a certain rate for the operation. The j
company allows the workers to make
one dollar an hour. The work is j
given out in lots, which take be-'
tween 1% weekß and two weeks to
perform. This lot, say, of 100 fen-

j<inrs, is to be finished in a certain !
; time in order tc get the dollar an

jhour. This group of workers, how-
ever, do not get its bonus at the end
of each week, but when the lot is

I completed. If the worker is laid |
I °ff> or quits himself, he gets only j

; his day rate. They use the same
form of group system in the Sterns-
Knight plant of Cleveland. In the i

jChandler Cleveland Motors Corpora-
tion the same group system is used.
The workers do not know what they !

| make every day. They only find out |
what they make on their bonus at ,

' the end of a pay period of two !
| weeks.

The extent to which this group j
| system demoralizes the workers,
and makes them drive one another,

i could best he shown by the peculiar j
! strike which broke out in the crank j
! shaft department of the Buick }To- I

j toy Company, where the gang de- :
; mancled of the superintendent that
I I n workers that were not fast

; enough to keen up a high speed of
production should be taken out from
the gang!

The Ford Company does not use
! this systerrt. Instead of giving the

j man extra money for more produc-

J tmn, Ford pays this money to a
j large gang of bosses and straw
booses, who keep razzing the men
all the 'ime. These "drivers” have

! received many millions of dollars,
i in the peat, as bonuses and they, in
I turn, saw to it that Ford got it back
! many times over from the sweat
and blood of the workers.

Evolve New Schemes.
But with the increased competi-

tion in the industry the Ford Com-
i pany has evolved new schemes. One
of thy favorite ways of cutting
wages is known os the “systematic

jFord plan.” "The Ford Worker” of'
•Tune, 1928, tells the story:

“A herd of hunting dogs of the
service department are placed under
the direction of a specially trained
hound bearing the license number,
Star 262. These animals roam'over
the plant, hunting for some worker
they can send to the employment of-
fice fo>- talking, or wiping the filth
off his hands before the bell rings,
running to the lunch wagon or walk-
ing away from his machine towards
the tool crib. These dogs take your

j number and send you to the employ-
| ment office, where you arc usually
fired. This is invariably the case

i if you happen to be getting above $7

(Continued from page five)
the war as now have there been so

j many crimes, so much corruption,
'so much degeneration as there is
now.

j “...Well, I have already said
that I not only am not guilty of
these two crimes, but I never com-
mitted a crime in my life. I h av «

never stolen and I have fought
against crime, and I have fought
and I have sacrificed myself even
to eliminate the crimes that the
lawr and the church legitimate and
sanctify.

* * *

“This is what I say: I would
not wish to a dog or to a snake,
to the most low and misfortunate
creature of . the earth—l would
not wish to any of them what I
have had to suffer, for things
that I am not guilty of. I am
suffering because I am a radical
and indeed I am a radical; I have
suffered because I was an Ital-
ian, and indeed I am an Italian;
I have suffered more for my fam-
ily and for my beloved than for
myself; but I am so convinced to
be right that you can only kill
me once but if you could exe-

! cute me two times, and if I could
i be reborn two other times, I

would live again to do what I
have done already.
“I have finished. Thank you.” !

* * »

Ther Judge Thayer rose to speak.
He rose to pronounce sentence of
death- But first he paused to apol-

s7 a day are now being replaced by
women, who are paid only $3-$4 a '
day and often less for doing the
same work.

The process of acceleration of pro-
duction as shown above, is proceed- j
ing at an ever increasing ’ pace.
This in conjunction with the fact ¦
that that the automobile market is
nearing the saturation point, is pro-
ducing ever increasing unemploy-
ment in the industry.

With the development of «o
many new’ styles, the manufacturers
are very careful to keep up produc-
tion as nearly as possible to the or-
ders placed for gitfen season. This
leads to a situation where work is
becoming more seasonal and the du-
ration of the seasons much shorter.

In the next article, we will deal
with the phase covering health con-
ditions, w’ages, hours and profits.

ogize. He paused to exhibit a stain-
less legal conscience—and his thin
voice trembled.

“Under the law of Massachu-
setts,” he began, “the jury says
whether a defendant is guilty or
innocent. The court has absolutely
nothing to do with that question.
The law of Massachusetts provides
that a judge cannot deal in any
way with the facts. As far as he
can go under our law is to state
the evidence.

“During the trial many excep-
tions were taken. Those exceptions
were taken to the Supreme Judicial
Court. That court, after examin-
ing the entire record, after examin-
ing all the exceptions—that court
in its final words said, ‘The verdict
of the jury should stand; excep-
tions overruled.’ That being true
there is only one thing that this
court can do. It is not a matter of
discretion. It is a matter of statu-
tory requirement, and that being
true there is only one duty that
now devolves upon this court, and
that is to pronounce the sentence.

* * *

"It is considered and ordered by
the court that you, Nicola Sacco,
suffer the punishment of death by
the passage of a current of elec-
tricity thru your body within the
week beginning on Sunday, the
tenth day of July, in the year of
our Lord one thousand, nine hun-i
dred and twenty-seven. This is the
sentence of the law.

“It is considered and ordered by
the court that you, Bartolomeo Van-
zettj. - -”

tanzetti: “W'ait a minute, please,
Your Honor. May I speak a minute

mb mmm aw
The LADDER
Eves. 8:30. Mats. Wed. & Sat.

SEATS VOW OIV SALE
8 WEEKS IST ADVANCE.
CORT THEATRE, W. 48 St.

Money Refunded If Not Satisfied
With Play.

MAN INJURED, ROBBED.
ASHLAND, Pa., Aug. 21 (UP).

—James Lewis of New York was
in the state hospital here today ip
serious condition from injuries re-
ceiv*d when he was held up and
robbed early this morning.

CHAjnw>*46t}1 St> w. of Broadway
Evenings at S:!l

Mats. Wed. A Sat.

G
SCHWAB and MANDEB’S

MUSICAL SMASH 1

OOD NEWO
with GEO. OLSEN and HIS MUSIC

522- CAMEO Now
Conrad Veidt

in “Two Brothers”
¦ and

“THE LIFE OF VON HINDETVBERC”
and CHAPI.IN In “EASY STREET”

'

SUPPORT THE

SIOO,OOO Communist
Campaign Fund

A campaign to rouse the workers and poor
farmers to revolutionary struggle against the
capitalists and their government.

FOR AGAINST 1
tions and company

2. Support of the min- •

era an<l textile work- unions.
rs 2. Unemployment.

3. Recognition nnd do- 3. Treachery of thefenne of the Soviet .
, ,

Union. labor bureaucracy.

4. a i.nhor Party. Discriminat ion
- «, _ _

against Negroes.
ft. For n Workers’ and

_
_

,

B

Farmers government. O. Imperialist war.

HELP TO PROVIDE A FUND TO
Place the Commu- Furnish campaign

nists on the Ballot. * publicity and adver-
Tour speakers tising.

organize mass meet- Publish campaign
ings. literature.

Respond Now! Respond Now!!
Send All FUNDS to

ALEXANDER TRACHTENBERG, Treas.

National Election Campaign Committee
43 E. 125th St., New York City.

A
To Witness the p LAST TOUR
Celebration of THIS YEAR
the 11th Anni- -p group sails
versary of the -IV

OCT „on the
NOVEMBER Q express shi
REVOLUTION “Mauretania.”

s

10 SOVIET RUSSIA
Ft E ? 1COST OF THE

| ENTIRE TOUR U Pr„a**y,„,

{ p We assist you to
W I 4V extend your stay

M so as to visit your

#l9fl ll relatives and

Ts p friends in any

$25 First Payment, P art of the Soviet
balance payable in Union,

installments.

World Tourists, Inc.!
69 Fifth Ave., New York Tel. Algonquin 6900
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National Biscuit Co. Cuts Wages and Speeds Up Thousands of Workers in Plants
HamotS

The baloney battle between the
.nic fundamentalist, Rev. John
oath Straton, who believes the
tHld-w-aa-constructed in a week of
»pid ‘labor on the part of God, and
bo odorous Tammanvite, AI Smith,
eems to be a draw. The first round

won by the Rev.
itrsfem when Al Smith refused to

oswer in a public hall the preach-
r% charges that he was a high-
•oowered rice generator. One of

Ate seconds, the Daily World, re-
ived the reeling governor with a
¦ticket of water when it sent one of
ta inquiring photographers to the
lev. Straton’s Sterling Forest Hotel
it Greenwood Lake, New York,
sere the newspaperman found a
peakeasy in a flourishing condition,

she preacher with the insect's name
¦hereupon countered with the re-
nark that all reporters on the World
¦re a “pack of liars,” which is prob-
bly correct as a general estimate,

jowever, the bootlegger maintains
~>at he pays his rent only with the

(unary that comes over the har.
* * *

Byrd Dog

- \ .%?< vn :

Commander Richard Babyface
Byrd who was recently stored in

[ the rear end of a trans-Atlantic
plane and transported to France
now expects to be shipped into the
Antarctic regions by the aid of a

j lot of unknown workers. The capi-
talists just adore expeditions such
as Byrd's. It spreads the air
psychology and keeps the workers'
minds off the main ideas. Above is
Dr. David E. Buckingham who se-
lected one hundred dogs for Byrd.
Byrd himself has contributed to the
success of the expedition in the
past few weeks by getting beauty
treatments , speaking at Rotary
luncheons and being photographed
in a new starched uniform.

* * *

Jordan Puetz celebrated his 94th
in Milwaukee recently by

chopping wood. The U. S. S. It. has
a place for aged workers, but it isn’t
near a wood-pile. It’s in a quiet
spot in one of the palaces hurriedly
vacated by the parasitica! noblemen
who are now gaining a livelihood in
Paris sponging dishes and trying to
pass checks on Czarist banks.

* * *

Alive and Useless

Under that ridiculous system of

living known as capitalism, the
more you give to society the less
you get. In fact a ivorker doesn't
worry nearly as much about having
a pleasant old age as having some.
A worker is lucky if he lives until
he is 45 without having something
fall on him. Then he may wake up
any morning and find his lungs
gone. On the other hand you have
a social leech like John D. Rocke-
feller hanging onto life until he is
89. His value to society isn’t past,
it never existed. He wouldn’t know
now which end of a broom to sweep
a floor with. His idea of gener-
osity is to relieve the working class
of a million and give a street
urchin a new dime whenever a
cameraman is around.

* * *

U Gems ofLearning
J1 Major General Henry T. Allen:

"I think Governor Smith appeals
to the soldiers.”

He is appealing to everybody, but
the is will he get any re-
sponse.

Ramsay MacDonald:
“Wages and hours of labor are

tremendously important, but do not
let us forget that we also have to
stand by the beauties of our coun-
try so that our children and grand-
children may enjoy them."

Tell it to tho millions of unem-
ployed who have such a hard time
appreciating beauty on an empty

stomach.
—M. C. H.

EXPLOITATION OF
WORKERS GAINS
$8,500,000 PROFIT
Correspondent Urges

Reading of ‘Daily’
(By a Worker Correspondent)
We workers of the National Bis-

| cuit Company work only four and
ja half days a week. We are forced
to take a “vacation one day every
week regardless of whether we want
it or not, as we are being laid off
by the company every Monday. And
you know what that means. It
means that the majority of us work-
ers can hardly keep going till the
end of the week on such reduced,
meagre wages.

The cause of all this is the horrid
speed-up system of the company.
We work all day. like horses and if
we are not finished with the work
we are overtaxed with at the end
of the day we are compelled to stay
on the job and finish even if it takes
half an hour to do it.

Wages Cut Continually.
The cutting of wages and laying

off of workers is continually going
on. The wages of the packers have
been reduced from 24 dollars to 22
and 21 dollars per week. Some pack-
ers are getting as low as 14 dollars
a week, which is just enough to
starve on. Also we are very often
compelled to go to other depart-
ments and do various jobs which
should be done by other workers.
The bosses say that this is neces-

i sary, because there is not enough
\ work, if so, why do they have a
! sign up “girls wanted?” While we
are being laid off our company has
piled up nearly $8,500,000 profit for
the first six months of this year.
The company also bought a new
large plant, the Christie, Brown Co.

iof Canada. The only way we
could improve our condition of work

: and get higher wages for our work
is to organize ourselves and protect

i our interests. If we do not do it

i ourselves, surely the company will
not do it for us. There is one paper
in this country that is ready and
willing to help us fight to improve
our conditions.

* * •

Buy and read the Daily Worker
every day. It will be sold at the
factory at closing time beginning
next week.

BOMBAY TIED OP
BY HUGE STRIKE

Troops in North Meet
Peasant Resistance

Continued from Page One
Works. The action was in protest
against an ultimatum of the direc-
tors refusing to re-employ some of

jthe men who already had walked
out.

! The movement was sponsored by
j Haschandra Bose, leader of the
Bengal Swarajists and new presi-
dent of the Jamshedpur Labor As-

I sociation.
Industrial unrest appeared today

to be spreading through India. The
English language press blames Com-

: munism. A manifesto was reported
to have been sent to the Central Com-

j mittee of the Communist Party in
: India by M. N. ltoy, exiled Com-
munist, advocating the establish-
ment of a Communist nucleus in
every factory and agricultural dis-
trict to “attack the landlord system
and overthrow capitalism.”

• * * •

(By United Press.)
BOMBAY, India, Aug. 21.—Work-

ers in the Bombay area of the great
Indian Peninsula Railroad are
threatening to strike, it was reported
today. The strike in the locomotive
shops of the Guaranteed State Rail-
roads at Nizam, Hyderabad, spread
to enginemen and other workers.

Tho Times of India, in an article
calling attention to the recent strike
on the South India Railway, said
the government must take steps to
“check Communist mischief before

iit destroys the peace of the land.”

Mill Strike Spreads.
The Bombay mill strike, already

in its fourth month, has affected
Madras workers, v.here a strike was
called in the Choolai mills in pro-
test against the double loom sys-
tem.

There has been much talk in the
press of a threatened “revolution,”
and the government was called on
by several papers to step in.

* * *

Troops in Bombay.
BOMBAY. Aug. 21.—British de-

tachments, with armored car and
airplane support, have arrived in the
northern part of the Bombay presi-
dency, and the peasants, who have
been peacefully resisting the efforts
of collectors to gather taxes there,
are massing along the roads to pre-
vent the troops from occupying con-
fiscated lands. The landj have
been taken over by the peasants
against government orders and
worked and harvested.

TREASURY REPORT
WASHINGTON, Aug. 21 (UP).—

ThOv- treasury net balance August
138 was $267,786,288.36. Customs
: receipts this month to August 18
[were $30,811,090.49.

Sailors Prepare for International Life Boat Races

The crew of the S. S. Boston, with their boatswain, Olaf Olsen, are preparing for the international
life boat races in Neiv York Harbor on Labor Day. Last year’s race was won by Norwegian seamen.

OPEN-AIR SAOGO
VANZETTI MEETS

Speakers of Workers
Party Thruout City
A large number of open air meet-j

ings thruout the city have been ar-
ranged by the agitprop departmenti
of the Workers (Communist) Par- j
ty, District 2. “The 'Class Murder j
of Sacco and Vanzettti” will be the
subject for the week. Speakers are
urged to obtain bulletins at the
agitprop department, Workers Cen-
ter.

Rutgers Square, N. Y. C. Le-
Roy, Alkin, M. Epstein, GoligeT.

First Ave. and 49th St. Wright,
Sehalk, Sumner, Jessie Taft (Pion-
eer).

Foot of West 14th St. Noon.
Ballam (Seamen’s Meeting).

26th St. and Lexington Ave.
! Smith, Severino.

Today:
Second Ave. and 10th St. Pad-,

gug, Silber, Hendin, I. Cohen.
Union Square. JJaeobson, Sus-'

kin, Ross, Kaplan.
Wilkins and Intervale, Bronx.

Grecht, Leßoy, Alkin, Goliger,
Blechshmiat.

Myrtle and Prince, Brooklyn, j
Powers, Huiswood, Rosemond, Kin-
dred.

Eagle Pencil Co. Noon. Grecht,
Milgrom.

Seventh Ave. and 131st St. R.
B. Moore, Williams, Silverfarb.

Seventh Ave. and 137th St. Pad-
more, Taft, Gill, Green, Lloyd.

I Passaic, N. J. Vera Bush, H.
! Fox.

Hopkinson and Pitkin, Brooklyn,
i (Y. W. L.) Pasternack.

Williams and Sutter, Brooklyn.
(Y. W. L.) Baum.

Tomorrow:
138th St. and St. Annes Ave., I

Bronx. Padgug, Codkind, Leo Mar-
golis.

40th St. and Bth Ave. P. Sha-
piro, Joe Cohen.

Allerton and Crugcr, Bronx.
Powers, Gozigian, Rolfe, V. Smith.

25th St. and Mermaid Ave., .C. I.
Schachtman, Castrell, Severino,
Hendin.

Steinway and Jamaica, Astoria.
Reiss, O’Flaherty, Blake, Heder,
Abern.

Friday:
106th St. and Madison Ave. (Y.

W. L.), Fishman.
National Biscuit Co. Noon. |

Frankfeld, Ross.
Bristol and Pitkin Ave., Brooklyn.

¦ Eenjamin, Donaldson, Peer, Harris.
Fifth Ave. and 110th St. Taft,

Vera Bush, Huiswood, Lyons.
Varet and Graham, Brooklyn, j

Bimba, Burk, Sehalk, Silber.
Paterson, N. J. (3 Governor St.)

Pad more, Matlin.
50th St. and sth Ave., Brooklyn.

(4th Ave. line, 8.-M. T.) Nessin, i
[ Magliacano, Lillienstein.

Market and Plaza, Newark, N. J.
Stanley, Russak.

Saturday:

First Ave. and 79th St. Auer-
bach, Primoff, Magliacano, McGill,
Lustig.

West New York, N. J. (14th St.
and Bcrgenline). Yusem, Harrison.

Perth Amboy, N. J. Sherman,
Freiman.

Poughkeepsie, N. Y. Wright,
Weich.

Elizabeth, N. J. (Union Square.)
R. B. Moore, Burke.

Osborn and Dumont, Brooklyn.
B. Lifshitz, Rosemond, Ed Welsh,
Julius Cohen.

International Handkerchief Fac-
tory, 137th St. and Willow Ave
Noon. Baum and Y. W. L.

Sunday:
Bath Beach (4S Bay 28th St.,

Brooklyn). 2 p. m. B. Miller.

Butler Knocks Hoover
But Decides That He
Will Support G. O. P.

Hoover’s position on prohibition
and naval armaments were criticized
yesterday by Dr. Nicholas Murray
Butler, one of the wet leaders of
the republican party and president
of Columbia University, in a letter
made puhkc yesterday.

Butler, however, at his summer
home in Southampton, L. 1., hastily
denied that he had intended to make
nnv statement that a “good repub-
lican” would not make, indicating
that he would support the G. O. P.
reactionary program “in spite of its

l fault*."

Workers Party Activities
24. on the election campaign at 138th

I St. and Brook Avenue. Speakers:

| Katz, Geffen, Schiffman.

Brownsville Section Y. W. L.
Open air meetings will be held at

i the following places:
Hopkinson and Pitkin Aves. at

8:30. Speakers: M. Spector, Clarck,
J Greenberg- and Gudisman.

Sutter and Williams Aves. at 8:30.
Speakers: Marr, Lifshitz, Arotafsky

j and B. Cohen.
Dean and Utica Aves. at 7:30.

Speakers: Praturck, S. Mellman,
Rosemond and M. Mellman.

All speakers and open air commit-
tees must be at the headquarters at

1 7 o’clock sharp.
* * •

Section 7 Speakers’ Class.
All comrades registered with the

; class must be prepared to speak op
Sacco and Vanzetti. Bulletins on that
subject are obtainable- at 1373 43rd

I Street. The class will meet to-
-1 morrow at 8 p. m.

* * *

Downtown Y. W. L., Unit 2.

An open air meeting of the Y. W.
L. Downtown Unit No. 2, will be held
tomorrow at 49th St. and Ist Ave.
Speakers will be: Marie Duke, Joe
Harris, Len Riehman, Rosen, Jensky,
and Max Helfand.

* • *

Branch 6, Section 5

A meeting will be held of all mem-
bers of Branch 6, Section 5, of the
Workers (Communist) Party at 8:30
p. m. today at the Cooperative House,
2700 Bronx Park East.

Branch 6, Section 5

This branch will hold a special
meeting today at 8 p. m. at 2700
Bronx Park East. Cooperative House.

Labor and Fraternal
Organizations

Labor and fraternal organiza-
tions in New York City and
vicinity are asked to send notices

, of their activities to this column.
There is no charge. All notices
must arrive one day in advance to

i | ensure publication.
...

1 OPEX AIR FESTIVAL. T. IT. E. L.
The local New York Trade Union

Educational League and the Jewish
Workers University have arranged a

i Workers Open Air Festival at Ulmer
Park for Saturday, August 25th.

All friendly organizations are urg-
ently requested not to arrange any as-

st ¦ i
Dr. J. Mindel Dr. L. Hendin

Surgeon Dentists
1 UNION SQUARE

Room 803 Phone, Algonquin 8183

- :.:===3

MARY WOLFE
STUDENT OF THE DAMROSCH

CONSERVATORY

PIANO LESSONS
Moved to

2420 Bronx Park East
Near Co-operative Colony. Apt. 6H

Telephone EASTABROOK 2469
Special rates to students from

1 the Co-operative House.
V. ——

r "

Health Food
Vegetarian Restaurant

1600 MADISON AVE.

PHONE: UNIVERSITY 5865

l -

f MEET YOUR FRiENDS at]
Messinger's Vegetarian

and Dairy Restaurant
1763 Southern Blvil., Bronx, s! Y.
Right tiff 174th St. Subway Station

WE ALL MEET

NEW WAY CAFETERIA
101 WEST 27th STREET

NEW YORK
-

'

All Comrades Meet at
BRONSTEIN’S

VEGETARIAN HEALTH
RESTAURANT

558 Claremont P’kway Bronx
-

• 1 •

Rational
Vegetarian Restaurant

HL SECOND AVE.
Bet. 12th and 13th Sts.

Strictly Vegetarian Food.
a-i. i

—<

Phone Stuyvesant 3818

John’s Restaurant
SPECIALTY: ITALIAN DISHES

A place with atmosphere
where all radicals meet

302 E. 12th ST. NEW YORK

Units, branches, nuclei, etc. of !
the Workers (Communist) Party j
and the Young Workers (Com- 1
munist) League in New York City
arc asked to send notices of their
activities to this column. There
is no charge. All notices must ar-
rive one day in advance to ensure
public ation.

* * *

Init SF, 3D Meeting.
Unit SF, 3D of the Workers (Com-

munist) Party has postponed its next
meeting - from today to Thurs-
day evening on account of the Sacco 1
and Vanzetti demonstration in Union .
Square. The meeting will be held
Thursday, at 6 p. m. at 101 West j
27th St.

* * *

Literature Squad Notice.
All members of the literature I

squad must report at the Workers 1
Bookshop, 26-2 S Union Square, first
floorto day at 4:30 p. m. Prompt
attendance is of the utmost impor-

tance.
• * *

International Branch 1.

The meeting of International
Brajich 1, which was scheduled orig-
inally for today has been post-
poned to Thursday, 7:30 p. m. at 60
St. Mark’s Place, so as not to con-
flict with the Sacco-Vanzetti demon-
stration on Union Square.

« • •

fIF SS 3D.
Because of the Sacco-Vanzetti

memorial demonstration, Unit 6F SS
3D meeting for this week only will
beheld tomorrow at 6:15 p. m. This
will be an educational meeting on
the same subject. 101 W. 27th St.

» • •

To All Sections Subsection*, Units.
Material for Red Week is now

ready at the district office. This in-
cludes boxes, leaflets, credentials,
buttons, blanks and labels. Organ-

izers should see to It that all com-
rades are supplied with neces-
sary material.

District Executive Committee.

Section 1 Membership Meet.
Members of section 1 of the Work-

ers (Communist) Party are urged to
attend the membership meeting on
tomorrow, 6 p. m., at 60 St. Mark's
Place. The immediate problems of
the Workers (Communist) Party will
be discussed, and no one under any
circumstances will be excused from
attendance of this meeting.

Night Worker*.

The Night Workers’ Branch meets
today at 3 p. m., at 26 Union
Square, 6th floor.

* • •

All Party comrades: Comrades are
wanted for very important Party
work. Report at 6 p. m. Thursday,
August 23, at 6 p. m. sharp. District
Executive Committee, Dist. 2, John
J. Ballam, Acting D. O.

• * *

7F 2A.

Unit 7F, Subsection 2A will meet
Thursday evening instead of Wednes-
day at 101 West 27th St. at 6:30 p.
m.

* * •

Lower Bronx Unit.
The Lower Bronx Unit will hold

an open air meeting Friday, August

(F ;

j PyCCKMFI 3yßHon BPA4
! Dr JOSEPH B. WEXLER

Surgeon Dentist
25 yrs. in practice. Moderate prices.

223 SECOND AV. NEW YORK
Temple Courts Bldg.

- : 9

r 1 -

Advertise your union meetings
here. For information write to

The DAILY WORKER
Advertising Dept.

26-28 Union Sq., New York City

ft =»

©AMALGAMATED
FOOD WORKERS
Baker** Local 1.54

Meets Ist Saturday
in the month at
3468 Third Ave.

Br °An £ £, "

Inion Label Bread

! Window Cleaners’ Protective
Union—Local 8

Affiliated .\ith the A. F. of L.
15 B. 3rd St., IVenr York

Meets each Ist and 3rd Thursday of
«uch month at 7 P. M. at Manhattan

Lyceum.
Window Cleaner*. Join Your I'nioni

¦¦¦ ¦¦¦¦' • ¦ ¦ - i

ARBEITER BUND, Manhattan]
& Bronx; German Workers’ Club.
Meets every 4th Thursday in the
month at Labor Temple, 243 E.
*•'4 tli St. New members accepted
at regular meetings. German and
English library. Sunday lectures.
Social entertainments. Ail Gcr-

mnn speaking workers are nel-

r,nr-

_

J

TJTCHERS’ UNION]
Local 174. A.M.C. *D.W. of N.A.

Office and Headquarters:
labor jcmpfe. 243 B. h4th St.,

Hoorn 12
Regular meetings every first and

third Sunday, 10 A. M.
Employment Bureau open every

day at 6 P. M.
— —f

a
~

Hotel iV It «*s< nurn a t Workers
Branch of

THE AMALGAMATED
FOOD WORKERS

13.1 W. 51st St.. Phonn Circle 7336
Business Meeting Held On the

First Monday of the Month
One Industry—One Union. Join
and Fight the Common Enemy

OfTiec Open freni ft n. m. to ft p. ni.
- " i

CHINA WORKERS
HELP MOONEY

AND BILLINGS
Leaders at Red Meet

CablQ Labor Defense
A message of working class soli-

darity, proclaiming the intention of
the working class leaders in China
to carry on the fight against the
white terror and oppression of the
Nanking regime was received here
by the International Labor Defense
from the Chinese delegation to the
Sixth World Congress of the Com-
munist International at Moscow.
Thee cablegram follows:

“The Chinese delegation of the

Sixth Congress of the Communist
International sends to all working
class prisoners in the United States
its fervent greetings. We swear

to fight our common battle with
renewed energy.

(Signed) “Li Kwang, chairman of
the Chinese Delegation.”

fair on this day and coperate to
make this affair a success.

* • •

Local 22 T. U. E. L.
Local 22 of the Trade Union Educa-

tional League will hold its annual
Dance on October 13 at the Park
Palace.

• t ,

Frelhelt fteßanga Vereln.
The annual picnic and concert of

the Freiheit Gesangrs Verein will be
held Sunday, September 9, at
Pleasant Bay Park. An original
program of songs has been arranged
for the occasion.

* * •

“loor’’ Concert.
On Saturday night. Sept. 29, at

Town Hall, 113-123 West 43rd St., a
concert will be held for the benefit
of Jewish Colonization in the Soviet
Union and the new Jewish territory
’¦Biro-Bidjan."

Rumanian Worker*
Tonight a meeting will be held at

101 West 27th Street at 8 p. m. by
the Rumanian Workers Educational
Club.

Working Women.
Working women will gather at the

Labor Temple, 14th St. and Second
Ave., this afternoon, from 4 o'clock
to 5, in Room 32. From there they
will go in a body to the Sacco and
Vanzetti memorial meeting on Union
Square. This call is issued by the
Working Women’s Federation.

* » •

Downtown 1. L. D.
The I. L. D. will hold its meeting

tomorrow at 8 p. m. at 35 East 2nd
Street.

'¦
r"" - Wk

No Tip Center Barber Shop
NEW WORKERS CENTER

26-26 Union Sq. 1 Flight Up
NEW YORK CITY

Individual Sanitary Service by Ex-
I perts.—LADlES' HAIR BOBBING

SPECIALISTS.
Patronise a Comradely Barber .Shop

The Brooklyn Robins spoiled St.
Louis’ chance to return to first place
in the National League race Tues-
day by beating them 6 to 1, after
tho New York Giants had dropped a
3 to 2 decision to Cincinnati.

The Robins clinched their victory
over the Cardinals with a run in the
fifth inning with the score tied at

one all. They added four runs in
the ninth for their margin of victory.
Doug McWeeney held the Cards to

three hits.
Cincinnati scored all their runs in

the second inning and the Giants
were unable to overtake them,
despite Terry’s home run in the
ninth. Red Lucas pitched excellent
ball, allowing the Giants only five
hits.

* * *

The New York Yankees main-
tained their lead of 514 games over
the second place Philadelphia;
Athletics Tuesday by defeating St.
Louis, 3 to 1, in a pitching dual. With
Sam Gray pitching for the Browns
and Waite Hoyt on the mound for
New York, the game proved a
thriller from the first. New York’s!
two runs in the second were enough
to win, but not until Hoyt had j
pitched the Yanks out of some very
tight spots.

Philadelphia, in contrast, had no!
trouble disposing of Cleveland, 12 j
to 4. The Athletics scored 6 runs
in the first inning and held a lead j
of 12-0 before Cleveland rallied with
four runs in the eighth. Four
Cleveland pitchers opposed the an-
cient and victorious Jack Quinn.

YESTERDAY’S RESULTS.

National League.

Cincinnati 3; New York 2.
Brooklyn 6; St. Louis 1.
Philadelphia 3; Chicago 1.
Pittsburgh 6; Boston 2.

American League. *

New York 3; St. Louis 1.
Philadelphia 12; Cleveland 4.
Chicago 3; Washington 1.

Detroit 4; Boston 3.

Unity Co-operators Patronise

SAM LESSER
Ladies’ and Gents’ Tailor

1818 7th Ave. New York
Between 110th and 111th Sts.

Next to Unity Co-operative House
r=»y

f ¦ ¦ S,

Co-operative Workers Patronlxe
i. SCOLNICK

TAILOR
Fancy Cleaner and Dyers

707 Allerton Ave., Bronx, Y’.
li

1
SUMMER SALE

20 Per Cent. DISCOUNT |
i

On All Books, Pamphlets and Literature ;

Workers Bookshop j
i

GIANTS HOLD LEAD;
\ANKS AND A’S WIN

TWO NEGROES ON
NEBRASKA TICKET
Davis and Albert are

Named
Continued from Page One

nominating them on the Communist
ticket and by demanding complete
social and political equality for
them. Davis urged the Negro work-
ers to quit the republican and demo-
cratic parties, both now parties of
slavery, agents of Wall Street and
both equally responsible for the
lynching of Negroes in the South
and the general discrimination
against Negroes throughout the
L 7 nited States.

Workers From All Parts.
Roy Stephens declared that a

ratification convention was the
most representative of Nebraska

: workers ever held in the state. He
scored Senator Norris and Norman
Thomas, the Socialist candidate, as

| supporters and defenders of the
; capitalist system.

Prior to the ratification conven-
| tion the workers had already col*
I lected the necessary number of sig-
; natures to place the Party ticket on
the ballot in the state.

William Z. Foster will speak in
Omaha on Sept. 29 and Benjamin
Gitlow on Oct. 22.

RAILROAD MAGNATE DEAD.
DENVER, Colo., Aug. 21 (UP),

j—B. F. James, 68, secretary and
treasurer of the Colorado and
Southern Railroad, died at his home
here yesterday.

A-
-Any Kind of Insurance"

CARL BRODSKY
7 F. 42d St. New York City

Telephone

— - - V

U
Tel. Res. 167 Pulaski St.

Pulaski 1770. Tel Pulaski 5216.
Insure with

DAVID OSHINSKY
GENERAL INSURANCE

Office: <>o Graham Ave., Brooklyn.
Fire, Life. Public Liability, Com-
pensation Automobile. Accident,

Health.
¦

Workers Cooperative
Clothiers, Inc.

SUITS MADE TO ORDER.

READY MADE SUITS.

Quality—Full Value

872 BROADWAY, N. Y.
Cor. 18th St.—Tel. Algonquin 2223

Strike a blow for the
PARTY OF THE WORKING CLASS

Red Week-August 20 to August 26, Inclusive
VOLUNTEER FOR SERVICE ALL WEEK

—AT—-

-60 St. Marks PI. 1800 7th Ave. 2700 Bronx Pk., E.
101 W. 27th St. 2075 Clinton Ave. 46 Ten Eyck St., Bklyn.
143 E. 103rd St. 215 E. 138th St. 1373 43rd St., Bklyn.

For Red Mass Collections, August 25 and 26
WORKERS (COMMUNIST) PARTY 26-28 Union Square, New York City
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VOTE COMMUNIST!
For President For Vice-President

WILLIAM Z. FOSTER BENJAMIN GITLOW

X j WORKERS (COMMUNIST) PARTY
For the Party of the Class Struggle!

For the Workers! Against the Capitalists!

Sacco and Vanzstii
One year ago in the death house of

Charlestown prison were fitted the steel
head-pieces of the electric chair upon the
heads of the two Italian laborers whose
names are now the best-known Italian names
and the best-loved in the entire world.

The historical moment in the United
States called for a savage blow against the
militant section of the working class (and
thus of course against the working class as
a whole); jt was “sound policy” from the
capitalist point of view to murder Sacco and
Vanzetti. Also the international situation
made it psychologically necessary and a
“sound policy” to throw the murdered bodies
of the two Italian laborers into the faces of
the score of Latin-American and European
nations whose masses had dared to “meddle”
in the case. By throwing the dead bodies
onto the world-stage American imperialism
said; “Who is master in this world?”

Millions of workers, raised under the sod-
den slave-philosophy given them through
every channel of capitalist culture, believe
in the everlasting character of the capitalist
society, belfeve also in the one great, ab-
stract justice, rising in godly grandeur above
human affairs, uninfluenced by class con-
flicts and dealing even-handedly with all
men—a theological conception, one of the
most important in the ideological structure
of the capitalist system.

From the very insistence of the capitalist
authorities that the killing of Sacco and Van-
zetti represented “justice,” the working
class begins to get a new understanding of
what “justice” is. In the course of long and
painful months the working class of the
world has had it burned upon its minds that
the murder of two innocent workers as an
act symbolizing the mastery of the capitalist
class over the working class, is “justice.”
Yes, justice, in a capitalist order, means
murder. Justice means perjury and bribery,
lying, swindling and murder or anything
else which willunder the circumstances tend
to uphold the present order of society, the
capitalist society of exploitation.

Sacco and. Vanzetti received the only kind
of justice there is in this country. It is the
only kind of justice that can exist in a capi-
talist country. Evidence has nothing to do
with political trials, except fictitious evi-
dence employed to maintain the illusions of
the masses. It is demonstrated that evidence
had nothing to do with the Sacco-Vanzetti
case. All concerned know’ beyond a shadow’ of
doubt that both were innocent. The only
question was: “What outcome willbest bene-
fit the social* order of capitalist property ?”

As the spokesman of the whole United
States capitalism. Thayer answered: “To
hang these anarchist bastards.”

If Sacco and Vanzetti are not to have died
in vain, then wre are duty bound to bring
sharply to the minds of the working class
just what their deaths mean. We must make
the workers understand that in the murder
of these innoeent men there was nothing in-
consistent with the administration of capi-
talist law’s, but that the murder was the
most typical, characteristic action of the le-
gal system of capitalism in general, and of
the United States in particular. It was an
act of the class struggle.

The workers must learn the class na-
ture of capitalist institutions. They must
learn that tfeere is no justice in the skies
above, but that capitalist “justice” resides
in the filthy little person of a Judge Thayer,
sitting in a little court house administering
a man-made system which has the purpose
of preserving a certain form of property-
relationships and social organization.

Justice, in a class society, can only be
class justice.

Besides the capitalist class justice that
Sacco and Vanzetti received, there is only
one other justice existing in the \jorld today.
It also is class justice, but of another class.
It is the justice of the revolutionary tribun-
als of the working class, set up by free work-
ers to try such criminals as Thayer and Ful-
ler. Such justice of the working class exists
only in the Union of Socialist Soviet Repub-
lics—for the present. It will come later
throughout the world.

Nicola Sacco and Bartolomeo Vanzetti
were anarchists. Today there is practically
nothing remaining of proletarian revolution-
ary composition in the anarchist movement.
But Sacco and Vanzetti died as revolution-
ists, and their fearlessness and loyalty are
the pride of the revolutionary working class
of the world. Nicola and Bartolomeo be-
longed to the revolution, and the accrued
result of their martyrdom is a strong liga-
ment in the mighty body of revolution. What
form does the revolution take? A form
which the two martyrs could not‘ see, but
which nevertheless their martyrdom will
help to strengthen.

Vanzetti and Sacco were revolutionists in
that they believed in and fought for the
realization of a free society—free from ex-
ploitation of man by man—and in that they
trusted to the working class to bring that
change by class struggle. Their aim was a
society without government of compulsion—-
a state-less society. Insofar as this alone
is concerned they were correct, but the
methods of the long struggle to attain their
aims were lost for them in a confusion of
idealistic thinking.

All of the hard and cruel facts of the mur-
der of Sacco and Vanzetti demonstrated with
ruthless logic exactly the flaws that exist in
the anarchist view's they held. The central
point is the question of the state. Nothing
more than the unswerving murderous course
of the American capitalist class and its in-
stitutions in the Sacco-Vanzetti case, proves
that the working class cannot accomplish
the overthrow and suppression of the pres-
ent ruling class without, first, the revolu-
tionary organization and mass discipline and
second, the ruthless dictatorship of the vic-
torious < proletariat. Nothing better proves
that the proletariat cannot win its struggle
without the organization of the firmest ele-
ments of the proletariat in the revolutionary
party of the Communist revolution.

If Sacco and Vanzetti are not to have died
in vain, the working class must learn from
their martyrdom some knowdedge useful for
destroying the system that murdered them,
and for attaining the free society of which
they dreamed.

They must learn the nature of the capi-
talist state, an instrument for the suppres-
sion of a class by another class, and not an
“impartial” institution above the classes,
serving all “equally.”

They must learn that for the realization
of the ideals of Sacco and Vanzetti, this capi-
talist class must be overthrown and must be
ruthlessly suppressed by the power of the
working class itself organized as a revolu-
tionary state power of the new fqrm of
workers’ councils—soviets.

And above all they must learn to fight, and
to fight with the iron discipline of class loy-
alty and revolutionary organization which
alone can lead to victory and free society,
and vengeance for Sacco and Vanzetti.

They must learn that the building of the
revolutionary Communist Party is the im-
mediate answer to the murder of labor’s
martyrs.

CAMPAIGN CORNER

By MOISSAYE J. OLGIN
We stood with lowered heads be-

fore the graves of Sacco and Van-
xetti. They died the heroic death
of revolutionary fighters. They died
irreconcilable enemies of the capi-
talist order. Their methods of
struggle may only partly approach
mass proletarian action, yet they
gave the working class an example
of men rising to immense spiritual
heights in defiance of the most for-
midable foe with death staring in
the face. Their death is saturated
with the essence of greatness.

“Our words—our lives—noth-
ing! The taking of our lives—-
lives of a good shoemaker and a
poor fish peddler—all! That last
moment belongs to us—that agony
is our triumph:”

In Hearts of Workers.
The working class has taken the

two martyrs to its heart. The work-
ers of the world see in those two
victims, picked out at random by
the ruling class from among all its
opponents, an example of strength,
courage, humaneness so widespread
among the exploited masses. One,
a man of iron; the other a man of
dreamy softness; one, a silent and
stubborn recluse; the other a poet
opening his heart to all the winds;
one, in Vanzetti’s words, “a man, a
lover of nature and mankind, a man
of action”; the other, in his own

By OTTO E. HUISWOOT)
Marcus Garvey, the “blind” Negro

“Moses,” “Provisional President” of
Africa, has for once turned his at-
tention to American domestic poli-
tics. This sponsor of the “Back to
Africa” movement and the naive
philosophy of Negroes voluntarily
isolating themselves from their
natural allies, the class-conscious
workers of all countries, has at, last,
seen a light—the glitter of gold. He j
is now championing the cause of the
democratic party and A1 Smith, the
arch-enemies of the Negro massei.

It is rather curious that -Garvey, |
who during the many years of his
activities in the United States
spurned all active participation in
the struggles of the masses for the
improvement of their condition in

•America has now aligned himself
with the party of slavery end the
lynching bee. But, for Mr. Garvey,
principles and consistency do not
exist. His policies are rather based
on a catch-as-catch-can philosophy.

A Different Song.
A few years back Marcus Garvey

addressed a letter to a number of
whit" business men end prominent
public officials, soliciting their aid.
morally e.nd financially for the pur-
pose nf ’-''paginating Negroes to Af-
rica. He had an interview with Sim-
mons. the then Imperial Wizard of
the Ku Kltix Klan. and the subieet
of his conversation with this Grand
Cvzlops. was to the effect that this
is a white man’s country, that the
"bite ri-’o was entitled to his su-
premacy here, but, on the Nither
hand. Africa was the horn" of the
block race, and that he should he
aided in establishing a nation of his
own on that continent. Today he
is sinning a different song.

In the “Negro World” of July 28.
Marcus Garvey says: "Once more;
the time has come for the American
Negro to use his ballot wisely in I
the interest of domestic politics and 1
supremely in the interests of the
black race.” And he proceeds to
tell his readers that they must vote

I for A1 Smith, “not because the
democratic party has been more
kindly disposed toward the Negro

! than the republican party, but be-
cause Hoover represents a gang of
politicians who mean absolutely
nothing good to the black -man ir
America nor anywhere else for that
me t+ er.”

from this statementl

CAPITALISM By Fred Ellis
- /

The Face of the Workers Enemy
Sacco and Vanzetti Will Live in Workers’

Hearts as Labor Martyrs

words, “a living hurricane of
thoughts, feelings and sentiments.”
Both made of that metal that breaks
but does not bend.

We pay our heart’s tribute to the
dead martyred friends, but our eyes
are turned to the living foe. Our
Sacco-Vanzetti memorials must give
the workers a clear picture of the
rulers under whom we are compelled
to live. The conviction and execu-
tion of the two victims shed a lurid
light on the state of mind of con-
centrated capital which is the law
of this land.

Part of Class Struggle.
The liberals and socialists are

wont to blame the “Massachusetts
courts.” To them it is an “unfor-
tunate episode” which one ought to
remember for the sake of history
and in the name of justice. To the
workers this is not an accident and
not an isolated case. To the work-
ers it only reveals in one flash the
face of the enemy which they see
every day in less tragic hut no less
significant encounters.

The Massachusetts courts do not
stand alone. Judge Thayer did not

care whether the “bastards” were
guilty or not! but how many judges
in every state of the union care to
know the innocence or guilt of labor
fighters brought before their bench ?

Guilty Because Militant.
Sacco and Vanzetti were found

guilty because they dared to chal-
lenge the existing system; thousands
of strikers, strike organizers, labor
agitators, are found guilty every-
where in the United States for the
sole reason that they fight t)|r man-
ufacturers and financiers. The most
outrageous law violation was perpe-
trated against two peaceful, radical
workers, but does any state or any
city of this country follow its own
laws when it comes to workers
fighting for a better life? Sacco
and Vanzetti fell the victims of a
crudely executed “frame-up,” but
does anybody know the number of
“frame-ups” employed everywhere
against workers seized on the picket
line, against workers distributing
class literature, against speakers
denouncing Wall Street? With grim
determination the millionaire gov-
ernor of Massachusetts upheld the

criminal action of his judges, but
isn’t it the conviction of every gov-
ernor, every cabinet member, every
president, that the “law” must be
upheld under all circumstances once
its edge is directed against the work-
ing class? Lowell, Grant and Strat-
ton, representing the “intelligentsia”
of the country, proved as biased and
as hostile to Sacco and Vanzetti as
was the judge himself; but isn’t the
average American collegei president,
editor, engineer or lawyer full of
the same class prejudice and class
hatred as that famous trinity?

Massachusetts Not Alone.
Massachusetts does not stand

alone. Sacco and Vanzetti are no
“unfortunate exception” to the rule.
It is time for the working class, for
all of us, to realize that there is
no liberty for the working class in
this country that the struggling,
unsatisfied worker is deprived of all
tho so-called constitutional guaran-
tees; that he is confronted by a solid
wall of the organized state power
that does not shirk before the most
hideous crime: that in this respect
his position is hardly better, and in
many instances it is even worse,
than it was in Russia under the
cze>- after 1905.

The working class must see the
enemy’s face. It will then realize
that it can rely on nothing out its
own organized force.

Garvey, Negro Misleader, As a Democrat
"‘Blind Moses” Takes Bosses’ Gold to Betray

Workers of His Race

is no doubt that the democratic
politicians do mean some good to
the Negro. Do they not hang and
burn him at the stake, and is not
jim-crowism. disfranchisement, seg-
regation, and peonage the law in the
'•'outh-—the stronghold of the demo-

atic party ? And what does it mat-
p.- to Mr. Garvey, if Robert Powell

is lynched in Houston, Texas, just
at the time of the national conven-
tion of the democratic party and
only a few miles from the conven-
tion hall? Does the fart that Negro
visitors to the democratic convention
were placed aside like lepers in a
cage-like structure mean anything
to the “Moses”?

Raskob and DuPont.
Garvey opposes Hoover and the

republican party, because he was
convicted for using the mails to de-
fraud and deported under a repub-
lican administration, and because
“this Mr. Hoover in this our present
century has come upon the scene
to assist big American interests to
reduce Liberia to slavery, the slav-
ery from which Abraham Lincoln
freed us in America in 1865.”

It is evident that Marcus Garvey,
the leader, believes in the myth that
Abraham Lincoln freed the Negro.
This proves his complete ignorance
of the social conflict at that time,
which made it imperative that chat-
tel slavery, a primitive system of
production, be abolished and make
way for wage slavery. Besides, it
is apparent that he entertains the
illusion that the democratic party is
the party of the “small business-
man.” He has no doubt never heard
of John J. Raskob, Pierre DuPont,

and the other financial magnates
who are the power behind the demo-
crats and who have just as great an
interest in the subjugation of Li-
beria.

In speaking of the occupation of
Haiti, Garvey says: “It is true that
it was under Woodrow Wilson’s re-
gime that America assumed control
of Haiti, but Woodrow Wilson never
intended Haiti to be exploited as the
republican party has done.” But
Mr. Garvey does not tell us of his
secret information as to how Wil-
son and the democratic party in-
tended that Haiti should be ex-

TO MASSACHUSETTS—A YEAR AFTER
Now that they’re ashes, light as thistledown,

To blow with all the winds that ever blow,

Are you at ease, securer in your crown,

And has your commonwealth no other foe?

Are their lives gone ?—and does no tempest grow

To leap upon your courts and tear them down?

THEY LIVE
When you lived you were bound by bars,

But what bars are big enough, strong enough

To bind you today, Sacco and Vanzetti!

—HENRY GEORGE WEISS.

ploited. Here he exposes himself
as the apologist of Wilson and the
democratic party in their armed in-
tervention in Haiti and the slaught-
ering of thousands of poor, defense-
less workers. The one thing that
that the democratic administration
he dpes not dare tell his readers is
that under democratic administra-
tion the National City Bank and
other big interests will not exploit
Haiti.

He knows too well that no Negro,
not even the biggest moron in tys
organization, would believe that
But let Mr. Garvey tell us the real
reason for his endorsement of the
democrats: “

. .
. and it is now

time for every Negro to vote for A1
Smith and the democratic party,
so that we may expect something of
service in return for the support
given whole-heartedly.” What is
this “something of service” that
“we may expect in return”?

Betrays Negroes.

Marcus Garvey stands revealed as
one of those misleaders who for
some paltry consideration is ready
to aid in riveting the chain of op-
pression on the Negro masses. His
endorsement of the democratic
party, the party of the solid south,
with its policy of violent repression
of the Negro workers, is a base be-
trayal of the Negro race. This
blatant clown has placed the stamp
of approval on the business inter-
ests who thrive upon the exploita-
tion and enslavement of the Negro
masses.

Through the bitter experience of
every-day struggle the Negro will
learn that both the democratic and
republican parties are the agencies
of the employing class, which ex-
ploits both black and white workers
and whose policy it is to keep the
Negro at the bottom of capitalist
society. The Negro workers must
learn that both parties stand for
the same thing—lynching, segrega-
tion and exploitation.

The Negro workers must support
the party which champions his
cause, the party which fights*
against the system that oppresses
and abuses him, the party which
unites all workers regardless of race
and which is dedicated to the com-
mon struggle for the abolition of
the capitalist system which divides
and Vmth black and white
workers. This party is, the Work-
ers (Communist) Partv.

Told You So
J HIS is the first anniversary of

the legal murder of Sacco and
Vanzetti by the capitalist govem-

] ment "of the state of Massachusetts.
Today millions of workers in every
part of the world will hold demon-
strations commemorating the lives
of those two gallant workingclass
warriors and pledging themselves to
fight on against the capitalist system
that sent Sacco and Vanzetti to their
doom.

* * *

T HERE will be two kinds of
1 memorial meetings today. One

kind will be held under the auspices
of the Communist movement in the
United States and other countries;
the other under the auspices of lib-
erals, anarchists and pacifists. The
Communists will not only point out
that Sacco and Vanzetti were framed
by the authorities, that they were
killed in the electric chair not be-
cause of a crime of which they were
innocent but because they fought
for the workingclass, but they will
also point out that there never is and
never can be any more justice under
a class government than that class
can afford to grant its suppressed
class enemy.

* * *

T HE liberals would have us believe
that a “good” governor in the

position of Governor Fuller of
Massachusetts would have used hi 3
office to grant Sacco and Vanzetti
a new trial. This is a dangerous
illusion to hold up before the work-
ingclass. This is on a par with the
A. F. of L. political policy of “re-
ward your friends and punish your
enemies.” This kihd of nonsense
means that the workers do not have
to organize into a revolutionary
class party to fight against judicial
assassination now, and for their
ultimate emancipation from wage
slavery.

* * *

r ROM the beginning of the Sacco-
-1 Vanzetti defense fight the Com-
munists made a mass issue out of it,
knowing that the power of the
masses only could stay, the hands of
the executioners. Unfortunately the
American workingclass were still
too much under the sway of the re- /

actionary labor bureaucrats to throw
their collective weight behind the
protest. The leaders of the A. F. of
1., confined themselves to uttering

jplatonic doubts of the guilt of Sacco
j and Vanzetti. The liberals depended
ion intellectuals and bourgeois edi-
! tors and politicians who crawfished

; when the campaign carried on by the
. Communists threatened to assume
mass proportions.

* * *

THE Workers (Communist) Party,
as a member of the great united

front labor defense organization the
I. L. D., was the driving force behind
the movement to save Sacco and
Vanzetti. Tho not in agreement
with the anarchist philosophy held
by the two doomed men, it saw in
them protagonists of the working-
class who were willing to sacrifice,
their lives for the cause of labor,
and saw that it was because of this
that the capitalist government of
Massachusetts decreed that they
must die. Had Sacco and Vanzetti
been parlor anarchists of the type
to be found on many capitalist
newspapers, they would be living to-
day. But they believed in organi-
zing the workers and fighting for
higher wages and working condi-
tions and that is why they were
executed.

* * *

THE mass demonstrations today
* will be utilized, in addition to re-
freshing the memory of the working-
class regarding the crime committed
against Sacco and Vanzetti, to
mobilize the masses for a great
drive to free Tom Mooney and
Warren K. Billings, now incarcerated
in living tombs in the state of
California and to open the jail gates
for the I. W. W. prisoners in Walla
Walla, Washington. The Interna-
tional Labor Defense is organizing
this drive. The movement to free
these class war victims will not he
based on liberals and intellectuals, ,

tho the assistance of all human b*.
ings will be welcome, but it will
based on the exploited masses of the
United States.

* * *

IITHILE those workers are suffer*-
"

ing the tortures of the damned
in jail, millions of their class are go-
ing their way heedless of their
agonies. In this election campaign,
neither the republican, democratic
nor Socialist parties have a word
to say about the class war prisoner*.
The Workers (Communist) Party
only places the release of all darn
war victims in the forefront of its
program. The more sacred duty re-
mains to be performed by the
American workingclass than to com-
pel the arrogant jailers of Tom
Mooney, Billings and the victims of
the Centralia frame-up to open the
jail gates for our comrades.

* * *

A S Vanzetti wrote before the

executioner pulled the fatal
switch in Charlestown prison, he and 1
his comrade Sacco might have
spoken from soap boxes against the |
capitalist system until the end of
their days without awakening the
proletariat of the world as they were
able to do thru their execution on
a framed-up charge by the ruling
classes of Massachusetts. Those
two humble men became working-
class heroes thru their sacrifice for
the cause of the oppressed. Their
memories will be honored for ages
to come, when the. rotten system
that sent them to their doom, will
be a historical blot and the names
of their executioners recalled only to
be cursed.

Now, let us see what our com-

iaign organizers are doing. Sidney
Jloomfield, campaign manager for
he New England states, writes:

"Winfield A. Dwyer has invaded
’ew Hampshire to collect signa-
ires on our petitions. Comrade
Valter Paanenen of West Concord,
lew Hampshire, is actively engaged
n this task, and is covering the
earby towns of Hilford, Wilton and
'oneord. He has just ordered a
hipment of Party Platforms. Com-

¦des Chase and Iram, both of
horn are Party candidates in New
ampshire, have just covered sev-
al /joints, including Newport,

Claremont and Stoddard. Dwyer is
scheduled to go to Manchester,
where the great Amoskeag Mills are
located. We are arranging a Weis-
bord t.our and making arrangements
for the Foster-Gitlow meetings. But
the main job will be done by local
speakers, whom we are planning to
utilize to the utmost.”

*> * *

Comrade Beniamin, organizer for
District, 3, sends in the following
com nunftjue:

“The Party office in District 3
is in receipt of a contribution of $lO
to the SIOO,OOO Communist Cam-
paign Fund from Joseph Chilofsky.

member of the Electrical Workers’,

Union. This worker states that he
sends this contribution from the
first pay he has received after sev-
eral months of unemployment, as his
answer to the brutalities of the po-
lice, whom he witnessed arresting a
speaker at an open-air meeting.
Other contributions have been re-
ceived by the district office from,
the Ruthenberg Branch of the Inde-
pendent Workmen’.* Circle, which
sent $5, the first installment of a
$25 pledge which they have made.
The North Philadelphia branch of
the Workers Club spnt in $lO
through their delegate to the en-
larged campaign committee which
has been formed in this city.”
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